... YOUNGER YEARS

Before we entered B-R, things were different. Back then it was Badgers vs. Giants, now it's B-R vs. Taunton. The eighth grade graduation was our biggest step towards maturity. In June we face the real thing. The big social event was the Friday night dances, not it's the prom. It used to be Bridgewater and Raynham, now it's B-R.

The period of our lives before high school was so carefree. There were no state tournaments, no term papers, no car problems. Granted the four years we have spent here at B-R have been the best so far, the nine years before will always be remembered.
IN THE CLASS

Throughout our four years at Bridgewater-Raynham the classroom has meant more than academics. It has been a room filled with close friends and acquaintances that has helped us to grow and prepare for our future.

Our classrooms during these four years have given us grief, stress, panic, and boredom. Yet we coped and pulled through with satisfaction and plenty of good times.

Now it is time that we walk out the doors of our classrooms and step into a bright and happy future, wherever it may lead us.

GOOD LUCK CLASS OF “91”.
CLASS OF 1991
IN SPORTS

During our four years at B-R we have made friends on the playing fields as well as in the classroom. We supported each other through victory and defeat. Our coaches, our team mates, our fans all came to be a part of that special spirit and pride that is a part of B-R. That pride will be a part of us for the rest of our lives. This was only the END OF THE BEGINNING.
FRIENDS TILL THE END . . .

IT'S THE END OF THE BEGINNING and throughout these past four years at B-R, all of us have gone through many changes, starting from insecure, frightened freshmen, to people that are hopefully prepared to deal with the "real world".

Fortunately for most of us, friends have stuck by through these good times and bad.

As we move on in life, most of us will be heading off to college or work. We will also meet new people. But the friendships formed in high school are the ones we will never forget. All of the special times shared are ones that will stay in our hearts for a lifetime, and will serve as many memories in the future.

IT'S THE END OF THE BEGINNING when a friend is more than an acquaintance, much more than a buddy or chum. When others are too busy to help you, a good friend will always come.

A friend will stand beside you, in sunshine as well as in storm, in victory and in tragedy. Blow life's winds cold or warm.

A true friend is not found easily. It is a title earned by few. Of all the people you will ever know, real friends will number one or two.

Colleagues and cohorts will come and go. But one relationship will never end, that is the bond between you and the one, you can honestly call your friend!

It's someone who understands your past, believes in your future, and accepts you today just the way you are. Together for always, and never apart, maybe in distance, but never in heart.
The past four years at B-R have given us the opportunity to have many special times and long lasting memories. Since the first day of freshman year in the auditorium, when the class of 1991 first came together, we have shared many special times together. We’ve met new people, made new people to B-R, and have sadly seen some go. Of all the special times we’ve shared, the ones that will stick out in our minds the most will be the pep rallies, the Thanksgiving Day games, skip days, the Miss Regional dances, and most of all, the Junior Prom. But as our four years at B-R come to a close, we must remember that this is not the end of our good times, it is THE END OF THE BEGINNING.
February 4, 1991

Dear Graduates:

Congratulations to each of you. For you, this is a beginning. Bridgewater-Raynham has provided you a foundation for learning. Build on it so that you are ready to begin your lives as members of the adult community. Expand your horizons, and meet the challenge that life presents.

We all share with you a feeling of pride because of your success.

Sincerely,

Edward J. O'Donoghue
Superintendent-Headmaster
Dr. James C. Hilton
Assistant Headmaster

Mr. George R. Powers
Administrator of Pupil Services

Mr. Alan Peabody
Dean of Students

School Committee
Ms. Carol Adams
Ms. Ruth Alexander
Mr. Frank Almeida
Ms. Virginia Ames

Ms. Dianne Anderson
Ms. Mary Benigni
Ms. Lee Berry
Mr. Frank Blaikie

Ms. Sylvia Blakeley
Ms. Anne Botelho
Mr. Maurice Botelho
Mr. John Bradley
Ms. Catherine Brogna
Mr. Robert Brogna
Ms. Linda Brouillette
Ms. Joanne Brown

Ms. Marie Burke
Ms. Carol Burton
Ms. Elizabeth Calef
Mr. Philip Capen

Mr. Edward Casabian
Ms. Joan Casabian
Ms. Lorraine Castro
Ms. Yvonne Chadwick
Mr. Edward Cunningham  
Mr. Alan Cushing  
Mr. Manuel DeCastro  
Mr. Emiliano Diaz  

Mr. John Dillon  
Ms. Elizabeth Downing  
Ms. Linda Dumas  
Ms. Jeanne Dyer  

Ms. Cheryl Farrington  
Mr. Robert Faria  
Ms. Jean Farry  
Ms. Carmela Ferioli
Ms. Evelyn Ferioli
Mr. Lawrence Fisher
Ms. Suzelle Fisher
Mr. Thomas Flanghedy

Mr. Neil Frank
Mr. Ralph Goslin
Ms. Joan Gregoire
Mr. Jim Harrington

Mr. Stephen Heaslip
Mr. Chester Heckman
Mr. Richard Henderson
Mr. Stan Holmes
Mr. James Jackson
Ms. Thelma Karon
Mr. John Kearney
Mr. James Kelleher

Ms. Noreen Kilbridge
Mr. Robert Kostka
Mr. John Lennon
Mr. John Manning

Ms. Nora Mantell
Mr. Angello Mattie
Ms. Diane McGuire
Mr. John Morgan
Mr. John Reilly
Ms. Ruth Rienadeau
Ms. Deborah Robbins
Dr. Sandra Robinson

Mr. Anthony Roza
Mr. Steve Sarantopoulos
Ms. Mary Sargent
Mr. Richard Scarano

Ms. Diane Scheffler
Mr. Richard Schneider
Ms. Barbara Senna
Ms. Beverly Shalginewicz

30
Mike Mantell  Lori Marinelli  Laura McCoy  Laurie McGinn
Kristen McKenna  Janice McLaughlin  Shannon Mello  Danny Menconi
Jodi Merenda  Amy Michael  Tim Milbert  Charles Miller
Melissa Morrison  Rich Mouradian  Beth Mumford  Kelly Murphy
Marilyn Adrian
129 Francine Rd. (R)
YRBK-4...Thanks for the best of
times-Ptk.lot-MLC...New Year
'89 w/ MC, JM, PP...Boston/
Hard Rock Cafe...Mr. D, w/
MC, JM, LM, LR Lunch w/JH, MC
...Like w/MC, JM, JG P.O! Oh
Nor...Dec.'90-NK-Front row-
Wait!!!...Dec. '90—Oh, MY
IT’S J.M...Amherst...There
Yet?...Trouble-JH...The truth-
LLH...Hawaii w/ DFL!!...GOOD
LUCK TO ALL MY FRIENDS!!!
Thanks Mom and Dad...Good
Luck Genie, CS, CC, HH, MB, HM,
SO...So long BR!!

JANEL ANANIA
210 NORTH STREET (B)
Soccer 1-3 GYMs/Mics 1-2/KF, EL
at HH in Cary, PP/P at TA/P at
KB FSS/S 16BDP /LOOK-OUT
SHAN/BR B-ball at OA/
BWWMJ/LS + P/F-Yr PR
S.Yr/Year MG/J+ S-Yr S/KF
Forks/LSTDC/104PS CRASH-
CAM GTWGF/YKWY/GTWR/
SLOW-DOWN/LA THANKS MIKE
LOVE YA, MOM, DAD, JAM, KIM,
SHERI, AND ROBERT CLASS OF
"91" NEVER BE ANOTHER ONE
LIKE US.
BYE.B-R

Edward M. Anderson
Eddie
534 King St. (R)
Basketball 1,2,3,4...Baseball
1,2,3,4...Soccer 1...Ski Club
Days Inn...Horseneck...Kam's...Hunty's I/W/T/B/O/
T...Paw Sox...Drivin' Every
1...Jr. Prom...Les & Jen T/
F/A/T/M...Wball & Soc at
cp's...Rob's...Bollin's (2nd
home)...Dool's...Holy Kelly
Summer '87 & '88...Good
Luck Every 1...
Thanks esp. Mrs. B (mom)...Thanks mom and dad...
Morgan made Basketballs U Roxbury Good Good Line, S.D Hanging Rock & Dub Good Hot “Can Hell are Thanx — 55 harp Bollin’s “I’m Trip p.d. Mr. P’s Harvard BOL Thanks Camp 11/27/89 Spring Grassdrills “Homey New After Hunty’s Indy Mickey Friendly’s Denting Good COULD Ir. Joccer 39. Sreat y’s iae-hold german JK, would Jon’t Djibouti” love. So. “ ..., the at. Friends Costa play 180 You walk 629 1,3 1,2,3,4-cc ... at. Dictionary?” the. pickle Rica. Can Bunsen Animal, Boys can Ashcraft can. Happy Windows. & EC, CB, W/CUZ, FR w/CB & KS “which one?!” “ Trip to mall w/PP ... are we LOST?!! New Year’s Eve ‘90! ... Obfgado Moe & Fai ILY! ... I made it!!! ... Good luck everyone!!! Bye BR!!!!!!!
Layla R. Ballug
82 High Street (B)
Class Pres. 1... Softball 3,4... Peer Leadership 3,4... SADD 4... NO REGRETS... GTW/GF - YKWYA... N.B. , S.M., K.K. — Thanks for being there!... Sha to me you’ll always be a “STAR”... Mom thanx for the support & you will always be my best friend ILY!... Florida Spring Break w/Nora & Keri... CRAZY FOR YOU... FF — J. Kish... Jr. Prom... New Year’s Eve ’90... Reality is the best Fantasy of all... Thanks Mom & Shag... By B-R!

Scott Bartlett
1098 High St. (B)
Hockey... Dirt Bikes... Street Bikes... Living for Parties at Chris & Ron’s house, always late for school & work... parties at the cottage with K.M. & B.M. & everyone... pay attention to the Road not people in your car... Count your speeding tickets they add up quick... thanks Mom and Joe...

Kim Bates
Batesy
140 Dundee Dr. (B)

Tobey Bell
73 Warren St #16 (R)

Samantha Bennett
Sam, Sammy B
240 Bridge St. (R)
C.C. 1234... Summer “90” UNDERWEAR, KR, UB, LC, GM... Pah/HOMIE, PM, BG, BB, KR, UB... HYUNDAI... CAPE... STORKEYS... CF, MF, U & K... Rope Swing... Never enuf of TREES... frnds to prty w/CC, NM, CF, CF, JL, MP, JR, CR, BUZ... TONY... P.S. T. Green... Thanx Mom and Dad... GOOD LUCK URS and NIT... It’s a mess!!!... C YA B-R, I’M OUTTA HERE!

RHONDA BERNARD
CUCA
580 Auburn St. (B)
Jamie 1,2,3,(4)... 67 FIREBIRD... Best times w/my skipping buddies t, mm(j), bt, cc, mm, kk, mk, dm... at Friendys, miss u guys... Great parting years w/ cc, jr, tc, hf, mh, mw, cd, kd, jh... sorry about your car Tam... Traveling Riverside Blues at the prison w/tc, jr, mh, Thanks Mom & Dad, Sonya, Janine, Tammy, Leah, Ayla... HEY I DID IT!!!!...

STEPHEN BATES
60 Fox Hill Dr. (B)
Memories... Canoe Trip... After School at McDo’s... College “Visits”... Summer 89 with Leigh-Anne... REO SPEED WAGON... I want My Ham & Cheese... Car Crash... THANKS to... SH, FK, RA, CL CC, JS, AR, GT, TM, and Cpt. E & BOB without whom I would no be here today. AND A very special thanks TO Leigh-Anne. 19 49, 9, 113 BR...

Greg Blaney
25 Martin Drive (R)
Golf 1,2,3,4... Basketball 1,2,3,4... To all the good times with friends... 6th period lounge Hole in 1... Kelley, Kevin, Rich, Kris, Kristi, and Cara I LOVE YOU... Thanks Mom, Dad, and Jeff

SEE YA!!!
Tina Bollin
T. Teen
107 Chickering Road (R)
Field hockey 1-4 Basketball 4 capt. 4 New Year's ve '90/7 P'talks Span. days Huntys ALBM Sum.-er '89 WNF1U No Secrets BF Beck M Reg leaners Bos. Gar. St. hamps The Gang ILYG orkin Matt SFE Gup IMY Red Oct. Raccoon Sing 145 O.A. Game-Truck Thanks Mom, Dad, Ken & Tim LOVE YOU!!

Josh Buckley
1600 Plymouth St. Ext. (B) football 1 Track 1,2,3,4 Lymouth Rest Area H.S. 1989 Class A Champs Check out those GUNS! 10 Concord St. 1976-89 E.B.Y the "GETS" C.N. Feb- ruary '88 D.W. '87 Coach, C.Y.O., J.B. C.P. Thanks to all my friends Thanks Mom Dad, Jake

David E. Bump
Bumpy
20 Bridge St. (B) Wrestling 1,2,3,4 Spring Track 1,2,4 Jr. Prom Good Luck F.H., D.L. C.G. & C.W. Thanks for 4 great years mom, dad, and my teachers I'll miss this school.

Jennifer Burke
104 South St. (B)

Brian Bonjokian
BONJO, B.J., WAKKALOU 827 High St. (B) SADD 3 PEER LEADERSHIP 3,4 STUPID STUFF STUPID STUFF GO TO HEAVEN NIETZSCHE'S DEAD S.M. TRY NOT TO MISS SANDMAN CHRISTMAS IS REALLY MERRY K.B. COMB YOUR HAIR ALREADY THANKS MOM, DAD, MRS. SMITH, Y'SHUA!

Kevin Bradbury
30 Mary Lane (B) Win. Track 2 Regional Sound 2,3,4 Rocky Horror 3, 4 Thanks to Me For surviving this ordeal Special Thanks to, Joe, Kev Wild Duck Bill, St. Brian for spiritual guidance, Simon, Tim, Henry Rollins, Ian, Bad Brains, Johnny Rotten, LemonHeads, Jello Blafra, God, Spam (I love it) Kim, Ed Grimley, James Dean, Perry Como, Fill in your name Here

Melissa Burrell
130 Elizabeth Dr. (R) SADD 2,3 For Lang 2,3,4 Ski Club 1-4 J.H. mail? A.C. HAN-SON? you need a map BAWK TMBF C.G., H.L., GL!! A.C. you talk in the box! Midnight Ride STRESSFUL N.F.-217 oops K.C. DIME A.C. Spruce St. HA HA C.G. TFEYDI! WANGA WANGA A.C. CAPE-SUPER Flecia QFC not me Boston Bus Sorry Thanks Mom & Dad Good luck Carolyn!!
Kim
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Thanka Mom and Dad “910D”
Marie Carpenter
75 College Rd. (B)
rtbk-4, GTWGF . . . B.O.T.-M.A
.. New Year's Eve '89 w/MA, M, PP . . . limo, NKC . . . P.O.
In Nol . . . 3rd per. jr. Inge —
H, SJ — lounge w/MA, JM, JG . . . M.D. — w/JM, MA, LM, LR.
Re G's-MA . . . SD — Feb. vac-
— w/Jill, carry-on, looker, tc, driving . . . lunch w/MA, JH . . . period's off . . . Amh — There
el? . . . parked? MA — I'm clos-
. . . New Yr's Eve '90 — Back
an hour! . . . Best of Luck to
everyone . . . Thanks Mom & Dad . . . Bye B-R!!!

Sandra Carreira
Sandi
240 Boxwood Lane (B)
Years 1+2 were the best at
B.H.S . . . CAREY, see ya next
yr. in college . . . SKY, good luck
and keep on partying . . . I LOVE
YOU GUYS!!

Mom and Dad, thanks for ever-
thing . . . I love you ROY . . .
Iron Maiden!!

Michael Casey
Mike
7 Temi Road (R)
Hockey 1,2,3, . . .
6TH period, Road Test . . .
Cheechs, Flanagan . . . Cumbies
. . . China Garden . . . C.S.H.L.
Craig . . . Halloween — Colby
. . . Dirt Road-Bike . . . Good Luck
B.S.J.F . . . Everyone else
. . . Thanks Mom, Dad . . .

Savina Catena
456 King Philip St. (R)

Kamini Chandrasekhar
65 Village Gate Dr. (B)
H 2-3; ST 1-3; WT 2-3; sking 1-
. . . science club 2-4; NY 90 —
IMC Jr. Prom w/TR; Jim's arm
/cool?! — porch/J & Di; ph.
ks. w/N & A; Mazola — IAGTM!
ool run w/N; LET US IN!
/DWDNI? TWFAF; FORKIN;
est Buddies GL/LY! NL, AF,
M; DQ — HTHMEYI; JP —
PLH; BA 1-West; M — IDU; KR-
WUFY? . . . GTWGF-GL/IMMY!
. . . thanks MOM, DAD, C, DI ILY!

AMY E. CHIOCCA
P.O. Box 130 (R)
Ski Club 1-4 . . . Tennis 2 . .
SADD 2 . . . Purplehorse . . .
QFC's Deckies . . . FLA 90 . .
Christmas 90 . . . TP . . . TP Prom
. . . OMGH . . . ESM . . . CC
Shaws . . . Bertuccis FJ . . .
Knock-Knock . . . Henry . . . DE-
REK I LOVE YOU!! WARY . .
IPOU . . . 1-9-90 . . . IBWCDI
. . . McDonalds w/JT, BW, BD
. . . GTWGF KC Boston . . . JH Mail-
truck . . . MB Chairlift . . . Thanks
Mom, Dad, Derek . . . Good Luck
Chris!

Kimberly Chuckran
195 Elm St. West (R)
Kim
T-1, FLC-2; SC-4 . . . JH-Bucka-
roo AC = KIA, MB, K & N . . . Tu-
lips, 1/5, En /10: Just joshing
you, Pret wman . . . Unplig phones,
Pktbk in tree — sorry, highway br,
stakeout Nevers, Mr. Lowell, GM
& MA con, Pong/Tetris, Dayton
a w/JH . . . Left in Boston, here's
a dime, Bawk, Air fresh, Sand
ights, Where's my mail Jenni?
. . . Bye Fish . . . Thanks Mrs. &
Mr. Hill — Gram & Gramp . . .
Mom, Thanks for always being
there, ILY.

MARK CICHORACHI
405 Judson St. (R)
Alicia Ciulla 722 King Philip St. (R)  
Band 1,2,3,4 . . . Chorus 1,2 . . .  
Good Luck SS, KT, MC, CL, KH,  
JL, EC, CS, PP, MA, PL . . . Que-  
bec City . . . New York . . . Rocky  
Pt . . . Billy Joel . . . Newport B  
6th pd. Inge . . . C & C proms  
88 & 89 . . . Jr. prom . . . unusual  
7th & Sat . . Kim surprse b'd ribby  
"preacher" . . . GH . . .  
Thanks for being there, SS, SD,  
KT . . Love you always, STEVE,  
we'll find a way . . GL to KT &  
MC . . Thanks Mom & Dad! . .  
G-B-B-R!

Elena Juanita Clifford  
Lane, Lena, E.J.  
1200 South Street (B)  
WAC 1-4 . . . FH 2-3 . . . WT, ST  
strange trip it's been" . . War-  
ehall w/A . . . Sami . . 6/20/89,  
love you Paul McCartney . . Jr.  
Prom . . . Step T., cuz . . . MP,  
TK, BL, LS, JK, PP . . . "Who shot  
J.R.?" . . Mike J. (USMC) . .  
Philippines CL + CS (POTD),  
Sandy Duncan . . thanx to my  
family . . to all world leaders,  
make love, not war . . . PEACE . .  

Tim Cloutier  
"Rootsy"  
47 South Drive (B)  
Soccer 1- 4 Capt.  T-Tott Bask.  
Ball sh'ta., 88 OCL GTWGF-  
YKWUR, The Posse, #5, BUSH-  
MEN, Mr. Law, parties at Law-  
RAD, AMES, "Don't talk", Jans,  
Anchr w/JP, MJ, TR 22-20  
cheat?, After prom at Laws L'TTR.  
MEN, B-State Games, Chiba, NY  
Eve 89, 90, 91OD Thanks MOM,  
DAD, and JEFF.

William E. Cole  
Bill  
27 Meadow Lane (B)  
Band 1,2,3,4 . . . PDM 4 . . . Jan.  
Band 1,2,3,4 . . . SEMSBA 2  
District 4 . . . Lion's All State  
Quebec '90 . . Europe '6 . . .  
The Full Effect . . CV, P  
DJ . . Good Times w/JD, K  
MC, KM, KH, AG, CB, RC, TV  
CR . . . Geek . . . Hey Mon.  
SECAF MWT LBNR . . Wha  
. . EBF . . Phone Bill . . Che-  
ter . . Bass God . . . "Are you  
still there?" . . . Thanks Mom,  
Nono

Kim Marie Comis  
428 Orchard St. (R)  
Kev, remember DUSTMOP?  
(Typing 88') . . . Snake holes &  
killer bulls . . Ed's class 89-90'  
. . Sandyneck 90' . . . G.T.w/G.F  
. . Artie ILY! . . 6-4-90 forever  
& always . . D.A.A.P . . O/F  
. . C/T 90' . . New Year's Eve 90'  
. . F.F.F . . "Paradise in the  
Sand" . . Thanks Mom & Dad  
for everything, ILY . . G/L  
JL and David . . To all my friends:  
Good luck & keep in touch . .  
I've finally made it! Bye B-R

George Conefrey  
289 High St. (B)  
Football 1,2 . . . Wrestling 1,2,4  
. . Lifting 1,2,4 . . . Vision Quest  
. . THANKS . . D.S., A.H., M.D.  
It was the best . . Late night at  
B-R with S.M., L.L., G.C . . An-  
chor at Maloney's Chinatown with  
Fritz. Franks . . . Thanks Mom,  
Dad Later B-R.

Greg Conefrey  
289 High St. (B)  
In The Beginning:  
"I said to illuminate him, in-  
cinerate him!"  
"Well, technically he was ill-  
minated just before he was in-  
cinerated."  
And he was given two feet with  
which to trip over, received va-  
amounts of intelligence and we  
mamed man  
NAB — L'v 20:27, Ex 22-17 Hu-  
dred of Years Pass: "You Idi-  
oid said to go enlighten them, no  
to go exterminate them!"

Christopher Corayer  
115 Center Street (R)
Oril Corominas
Ore
Barcelona 08010, Spain
occer 4 ... Weightlifting 4 ...nics 4 ... Ski Club ... World
Fair Club ... Exchange Stu-
ent 1991 ... WHAT?? ... I
Don't Understand KGAAAMTHSN.
Thanks to Shirley, Bob, Yonne, Javier, and everyone
se for this great year in the USA.
Thanks to my family ... Good
uck to all ... Adieu B-R.

Jeff A. Cummings
Heffa
357 Summer St. (B)
Hockey 2,3,4 schools out time to
hit the real world. I'm bad and I
know it ha half the unbado crew
rules, good times with good
friends thanks mom and dad for
everything. 0i almost forgot I fi-
nally helped it. see you later b.f.

Jonathan Curley
"Jon"
165 Grange Park (B)
REGIONAL SOUND 3,4 ... Nat'l
Honor Society 3,4 ... punk ...
RHP at Harvard Sq ... TM, KB,
MT, SM, TA, JS ... Washington,
D.C ... Thank you: Spinner's
Crew, Mr. F ("ill migior fabbro"),
MH, SH, my family classmates.
Good luck! ... "Between my fin-
ger and my thumb the squat pen
rests. I'll dig with it."

Bridget Curry
"Bridge"
123 Lakeview Drive (R)
Field Hockey 1, KF — "Stop"
Thanx for the chips, "Taco Bell"!
Ker, U uve been a grt frnd, thanx
... GTWGF — KF, RM, AC, LG,
JL, KF, AM, KS, LM, CG "149"
Rich Thanx for all the good times,
ILYA, 7-1-88 ... SMR 88 w/RM,
AC, SS ... "Spree", "Ceiling"
 ... SMR of 90 ... Jeff —
"MOD" ... "The House"
"Beast" ... "4-17-89" ... "On
a Steek" ... Mom, Dad, Ama-
da, Thanx ILY ... Good Luck
Amanda.

Andrea Curtis
Andie
370 Hill Street (R)
Nastics 1,2 ... 6-27-89 Col-
l Iove you ... LMW ... Sum-
er of 89 ... Mustangs ... the
m ... Mischief-BBPE ... 7-22-
... Bruins 2-9-91 ... TK's
ad w/KS ... FT w/BC and RM
Good Luck you guys ... Love
u Mom and Dad. Thanks.

Matthew Cutter
457 Britton St. (R)
Football 1-4 ... W.T. 1-4 ...
S.T. 1-4 ... "B-R F.B. Rules" G.L
to the line +48, GTWGF New
Years — Marsh's + Cape
Stella's, Pick's "Cop Truck"
w/Freno ... Cape w/J.P., C.W.,
P.M., C.S., R.W., B.W ... Jr. Prom
w/EL. — YWBMF — Love YOU
Stories w/Pick ... B.M. w/
J.P., B.W., R.W., P.M., D.M.
The Plate ... B.F.F. — JP, CS,
M.J, RW, BW ... The Bullet ...
TFE — Mom, Jeff, Steph — ILY.

Shelly Davis
128 Bridge St. (R)
Poms 2-4 ... Bub 4 at Ossett2
lake, Ling Isle Shill shipndale jngl
ick oreos stk oud synd ... chi ca
peky friends at library ... CS +
JB K-12 ... E + R look sniz
THINGS (too) ... Wanna coke
L 10/9/89 ... Foogi frachh 4
OCCM! I lost my canscel ...
thin' bout it ... Alix 10/26/90
pck 1 SNF ... sing in rain ... T
in mnn JI ... I LOVE YOU ALL
ETERNALLY
Levi de Castro
70 Laurie Lane (B)
Baseball 1-4 ... Wrestling 1-3
... Golf 3 ... Ski Club 1-4 ...
Soccer 1, 2, 5 ... Pine Time w/J.N., D.M, Sr. Babe Ruth All Stars w/J.N., Coach Witty Rules ...
GTWGF ... K.H., E.H., J.N., J.H., G.M., Amy O ... Scotland B-ball
The Golden Arches ... J.S., Coach ... Good Times w/Anna Thanx Ma., Pa., Mr. Lemon, EBF
... the Cad. New Year's Eve '90 See you at Fenway — Holmsie P.6 Guys.

Bethanne DeDominici
Beth
849 Pleasant St. (R)
Soccer 1-4 ... Softball 1-4 ...
B-ball 1-4 (capt.) ... Boston Garden ... State Champs ...
Wahconah ... CB, ML, CM, Boog, TK, KH, KP's "BEAST" ...
IWFY Graham ... Papa G's MD's w/JT, AC + BW ... Junior Prom ... FRL 13 Thanks Mom and Dad, Good Luck Jenni, Nick and Ben Keep up the good work
Jay

Christina Densmore
Tina, Tad, T
271 Cherry Street (B)
Field Hockey 1 ... Chorus 2, 3 ...
... Jr. Prom ... WBGuys ... FFF ...
BeFri YD ... GL 2 all my friends ... ILU Kerr ... "red-handed" ... IHTTGTV ... YD knows what makes an ocean-wave wave ... Pembroke summer '90 ... Maplepark
... Stranded in Wareham ... Friendly's ... PG's Parking lot ...
V8 ... GL Ken + Erin Bye m+d Later B-R

Yvonne DesRoches
"Von"
30 Beach Street (B)
TK WM AQ WW ... FT Butterly ...
FFF ... Friendly's ... Nantasket Beach ... EH 90 ... M.P.
& Wham ... PG ... DW w/Beth, Bruce & Tom ... Park after dark ...
... Jr. Prom ... Chinese Rest ...
... Fun w/Family ... Be Fri T.D ...
... AML to Alex B ... G.L. Rob & Michelle ... Thanks Mom & Dad ... Bye B.R ...

Michael J. Donovan
Denny
37 East Street (B)
Football 1,2,3,4 ... Winter Track 1-4, Spring Track 1-4 ...
Track Capt. 3,4 ... Good Luck to 51, 62, 55, 72, 73, 43, 54 ...
Thanks Marsha 5/18/90, Jr. Prom ...
GTWGF ... Thanks Mrs. "C" ...
Thanks to all the guys ...
Cheeks, O.D., Holmsie, Almeida, Peabody, Goz, Umb, Thanks Mom & Dad ... Thanks for hanging in there with me. Good luck to the Grads of '91

Lori M. Donovan
96 Village Gate Dr. (B)
1/17/90 I LOVE YOU JOHN ...
GT W/D & DR, DS, LM, JW, KD, KM, PH, TG, DC, BF ... Miss U Jen & Angie ... Parties ... 3's CO ... Allizers ... Your dad's on my hair ... adv walk ... The TOW MA's car ... Tom, married? ... Peg's wed ... Cape, New Bed, Taunton smokin 24-7 ...
IMY Art Bud's ... ILY Moe, Tim, Karen, MOM U are the best ...
Thanx ... I did it Dad!!

Matthew James Dooley
Dools
20 Lester Road (R)
Soccer 1-4 ... Wrestling 1-3 ...
BTW/Hunty, Head, Bake, Dick & Gang ...
NYE '90 Summer '99 ...
The Dead ... Clancy Bros ...
LaSalette ... Boys State ...
MRW/ED ... Stereo ... CF
Bren ... TFGT-TB ... Hope make it ND ... Physics ... Env Sci ... Good Luck Les! IWFN ...
... #5 ... WALSTIB! ... THAN MOM + DAD ILY ...
Bakes?
DJ, D.G. DJ
Roses
New CRUISEN
WG, Malid
Thanks
"gas"
... 18-89
fun
the
See
LOVE
AM.
ep
ELLI
URISMO,
URTIY
H.N.
REMEMBER.
me
IN
JEFFREY
E
19 Wood Street (B)
Crusin '44 WEEK-
NDS IN THE CHARGER... SEC-
URITY GUARDS... SUBARU,
URISMO, FIREBIRD...
FRIENDLY'S BIG BEEF... DJ
ALL THE CAR RADIOS WE PUT
... FRISBEE AT PIZZA HUT...
WG, MG REMEMBER THE FORT
THANKS MOM, DAD, BRUCE,
ELLI...
Sarah Farley
15 Colby Rd. (B)

Jim Ferreira
172 Titicut Rd. (R)

Brenda Fitts
Chic
123 Robinson St. (R)
8/25/87 I Luv U Joseph!!
Ed's class 2, 3 ... 3's Company Fun w/Mac & Joe What Lobsters? The better value ... Gd times w/ & Gd luck to R.B., T.G., L.D., J.C., B.C., S.M., J.B., L.W., M.O. Thnx Dad — I owe U the world!! ...
Miss U MOM See Ya B.R.

Keri Fitzpatrick
30 Partridge Trail (B)

Holly Krystyn Ferris
"Holls"
95 Fox Hill Drive (B)
Field Hockey 1,2,3,4 ... Track 1,2,3 ... Backroads ... Red October ... H.R. Clipse ... No secrets ... Singin-145 ... Big Red ... Goddesses ... the Gang L.Y ... S/M/G/T — Huntys ... I.O.U? ... I/W/D/E ... Hey Ball Bag ... Science Club ... Walkin — K.S ... L/Y/L — Mom, Dad, Mark, Robert, A.C., & Bub & Mrs. B ... Bye!!

Kristie Firmin
74 Ramblewood Dr. (R)

Anna Eileen Flaherty
120 Main St. (B)
Ski Clb 1-4 ... New Yrs 91 @MC ... Jr Prom TFTD-K w/DQ ... in by 6:30 ... NL-ALMTMOS! ... Phys w/M & DH-"WRCMH!!" ... Wes — IOU1ID! ... ph. lik w/ KC — 9 hrs ... DBGMLT, MM! ... HR clq ... Legless ... Kmina's ... LB w/o U, L.Y/GL — KC, NL, MM ... Italy ... "LET US IN!!" ... Bch Olym w/KC ... found keys! ... GTWGF-GM/ IWMY! ... Thanks MOM, M, B, S, D ... ILY!!

Gerald Flanagan
Jerry
60 Dean Street (R)
Soccer 1,2,3,4 ... SADD 4 ... Went to Ireland '89 ... T.G. 199 All-Scholastic for Soccer ... 61 Period Road Test w/B.P. & M.C. ... Bumper sliding w/B.P. & M.C., & B.S. ... Good luck in your future MM, MC, & BP ... I finally made it! Thanks for your help Mom and Dad ... Best of luck to all...
Jennifer Goodwin
899 Auburn St. (B)
Thx for the shirt!...I can't wait to see you wrasslin'!...Potato Whms will.
Mitch, Caboop, DA's...Guy King Thanx B.H.
No Mr. S^ Mr. Thanks.....Psycho...zombies
Prince ATP
WB water bball D.C. EM's
PBB-LPE Oak Dad, Tennis Banana Pauly...Hey WML
Martin JJD. 1 Waterbag For 'J.
DJ 100 BT GTWGF Floyd Shaw's Lov KFC. Who Chi Friends See..."More Runaway.
Thanks...Icy 8599...Bubbles...J.W., D.T., Special Times D.J. Lau Cir.
Troy dreams Hal Darkside Smiley Squash-neck, gumlocker...w/Lisa Trees...w/B.S
I.A.R. Tickler 360 Robinson Street (R)
“That's Chic's A Psycho” w/ C.M., P.M. Potato Knack w/ T.O. Quad Races and Chase w/B.S. GTA's & Runaway Trees...100 Plus w/K.J. & The State Police...Beach Days Every day w/C.M. B.S. Good Times w/Great Friends B.S., P.P., K.J., J.W., D.T., T.C., J.S. Senior Prom & Special Times w/Lisa I.A.R. Tickle Wars w/J.S...Thanks Mom & Dad Even Lau 65.

Christopher P. Gori
554 Walnut St. (B)
S. Track 1-4 W. Track 1-3 Football 1-2 Wrestling 4 Mouradade, Geo GTWGF...the Weekend Gang Battle Wagon...Jr. Prom at DA's...BT Julie 90-91 45683968...JJD. NH w/RM Gen-Gen's...Waterbag w/Geo SV — pipeman...Comedians Mellon! DUDEI...Waaaaa!! Concerts w/RM...For 1 Noi Neo Sporen Spider Breathing...AAHILLL! Flietx re-ra mom Lady! MMIO...WHMS...WML Thanks Mom and Dad

Jennifer Giordano
140 Bayberry Cir. (B)
gumlocker...Caaboo, Monkey, Fooqi, Bubbles...Who is Gilly, Troy — a big mistake...Prince Hal...crash, mame, kill...Squash-neck, penguin...Guy Smiley Forever...wench finder, Darkside...W.B water park...New Yr. 90...zombies JT & DP...Halloween...EM's "rash"...ski club...Mr. k's class...dreams G.T.W.G.F...thanx mom

Kevin Govoni
85 Cherry St. (B)
High school has ended, all of us will go our separate ways. Those who matter know who they are, I will never forget any of you. Good luck with your lives, no matter what you try to accomplish. Thanks Mom and Dad. Good luck Jen. ILY LAURA 10/25/88

William Graves
74 RICHMOND ST. (R)
Newspaper 4...Friends BB, JE, MG, EM, KB, MM, TA, JK, SM, SW...MR. Morgan...Carriage Bashing...Jetskiing...DJ "Road Pizza" Mann...AC + Dl...Floyd...Banana Man...Jeevin'...Hey Sis..."HE'S GOT A KNIFE!"...Shaw's...The Holy Grail..."More cackl...Mr. Thaddeus...Homework. Yuh right...See ya BR

Dean Gouveia
10 Birch Hill (B)
Football 1-4...GTW Football Buddies...GTWG Freno, Paity, Chipp, Goodo, Hag, Jones, Hill, Stefano, Sara, Lori, Pino Crew, Kenny C, Mitch, Corki Cato, and all the rest...ATP...Randolph Eata...Oak St...Carver's Pond...T4P's...Th Tracks to...Pauly HSOMCI...Maxam...Go on with out me...U love her...PBB-LPE...NFL...LM! Good luck Ev, Dawn & Iren...Thanks Mom & Dad, I Love You

Justin S. Gray
Typical
11 Martin Dr. (R)
Golf 1-4...Tennis 1-4...Sl Club 1-4...bball 2...wrestlin 1...pineboarding...B.H. — sunday drive in countryside...Dman — KNP...D.C. & Rad Move to the jacuzzi...KFC...Mosca/KM/Rex Is King Charlotte hornets rules...Chi...K.H. — Bruno and clarky...Ski 93...J.P.M. stupid ques tions...Thaxn Mom Dad an Mari, Natasha what's up...Peace
Robert Gray
Bob
35 Laurie Lane (B)
Tennis 1,2,3,4 (CAPT) 4 Soccer
1 New Seabury Tourney
Great times at Fenway Bleaches
w/B.J., St. Driving battlewagon
Home My chevy Cavalier & ZZ!!
Bruins playoffs at Pikes Celtics
w/Kool & Gang... Papa Gino's
... Boys State Great times with
E.W. over the years!!!!!! Thanks
Mom, Dad, & Tom

Chad Gregory
="PRIMETIME"
130 Oak Ridge Lane (B)
Football 2-4 ... Track 1 ...
GTWGF RL, MH, PA, DQ, JP, MM,
DC, PM, TR, JL, MJ, JP ... D @
D w/ DL ... New Year's 89-90
Why? ... Pic's ... Cape ... KG
at MBH ... S.S w/ #44, #38
Y'Guns ... Thanx Mom, Dad,
Ryan, Renee ... ANCHOR'S
AWAY!!

Linda Gustafson
Gusie
10 Bayberry Circle (B)
Soccer 1,2 ... Foreign Lang Club
2, 3 ... Good times w/KP, KR,
JS, BC, RM, MG, DL, AM, KF &
w/Click Joeys place ... Hor-
seneck The tared circle ... Jr
prom w/my honey Jeff ... Point
Sebago w/Kara '88 Santo Dom-
ingo w/Kris & Juaq ... Thanks
for everything Mom, Dad, Laura,
and Jeff. Miss ya chinook!

JASON HAGLOF
Hags
221 Elm St. (B)
Soccer 2-4 Capt-4 ... Basket-
ball 1,2,4 ... Football 1 ... GTW
... The Posse, JH, DM, MH, DP,
JL, JR, TB, TB, RD ... Tedes-
chis ... Poison "88" ... Big
Chop ... Pegging ... JK thank
for the rides ... Corks + Moped
... Laws House ... Chines w/
Kara ... Big Dog ... Mr. Hilches
... Bill's head to BK ... X-mas
Eve w/Mitch ... Mom, Dad, Jon,
I Love You All!!!

Amy Hanson
561 Walnut Street (B)
Foreign Lng. club 2-4 ... Peer
Ldr 3, 4 ... Gymnastics 1-3 ...
Ski club 2,3 ... World Affiars 4
SADD 4 ... Yrbk HRC
Hey It. boy ... mkbits UR the guy
... draggin ... POSOil ... Pep
Rally SJ, CB, PP ... 3rd per crew
... Concerts ... Jems S/F/Y
Cristina, Tracy, Laurie, Shann-
on, Matt, SJ, GG, CH, JB, I way
St ... Moshmellows ... Love You
Mom, Dad, Jeremy, Hadley & Al-
ex.

MARC HARRIS
HARRIS
410 Spruce Street (B)
Baseball 1,2,3,4 ... Football
1,2,3,4 ... GTWT TEAMS
Katy it's TIME to leave, Love
Harold ... New Year's Eve '89,
'90 ... Jr. Prom w/Katy ... July
3rd '90, Marshfield ... Cape Cod,
RL, CG, JP ... Tecmo Bowls
38's Lucky Hat ... SS w 28, 38
Skylark Boys ... So Do I
Good Luck Mason ... Thanks
Mom, Dad.
Jeff Hathaway
Corks
124 Pine Street (B)
Wrestling 1-4 (CAPT) . . . Football 1,2
Soccer 4 . . . GTWGF
BIG Chop . . . BR’s w/ TM . . . Parties at Laws . . . Geo MO Ding!

Scott Higginbotham
Higster
74 Comfort Street (B)
Navy . . . 79’ Mustang . . . 85’ Pontiac Shopping Carts
Laurie A. House
Merce: 157 Elm Street E. (R)
Summer of '89 ... PB, DB ...
Hey Rob ... Youth Gone wild ...
Daddy's Money ... W.R.M ... I
Love You Bill ... NY ... "One,
Two, Three ... GO!" ... "Flex
Sam!" ... Thanks Mom & Dad ...
"I finally made it, and the beat
is yet to come trust me" ... "Dia-
monds are Forever!"

Mike Howell
244 Robinson St. (R)

Darcy Ann Hubbard
21 Bridge St. (B)
FH 1-4 cplt; ski club; strk slnt
concl 3, 4 ... REGULATORS
BANG! ... BTWGFOLLY; EL-US,
capital! KATE-A-HER-WWWJ,
S.A.K., fires, college ... KM —
TDEB; CF — PLA '90 (ty MR &
MRS F) NO GAS! MI — M.S.; NY
evies; 1st ones PR-lwftstcch; SM
— ski 93 ... PM — why?; say —
NY; skylark boys; DE-lgm ...
DQ-Heiny JW/Cheeko-tlely! ...
DON-glyniily! ... B & K — gl it's
tough ... Mom & Geo — tily
Rebecca L. Jackson  
Becky  
849 Church St. (R)  
Hugh 2/8/87 ... "Social" ... "Focus" ... And we planted a tree. We have 5th off — now what? "You never heard that one? A boat in the road? 1st my car, then my books. "Do you know the way to the Independence Mall?" ... Chick Up paraskope ... Turbo, Hyundai GTWGF — HB, JS, DG, CF, AM, JO, MR, CM, TP, DL, old times w/ SJ, thanks Mom & Dad — Ready for college?

Sherie Robyn Jacobs  
Lucy  
110 Laurie Lane (B)  
BB 1 ... WAC 1.2 ... FLC 2.3.4 ... Key Club 4 ... GTWGF: Laura; PMP; AH; LM; JM; KP; PM; CS; CW; CG; KS; EM; KS ... Summer '90 — parties-tears-License-gn. club ... LOST K car. PP18 Bday "COPS" ... BSC ... Lab pt? ... KY fried #43 ... S. sch. '89 ... UP ALL NITE 5/90 ... Pym. Bech ... Thans for the men's B-R! I Love you guys! Mom, Dad, Danny, Michael!

Christopher Jahnoke  
1689 South St. (B)  

K. Olivia Joseph  
Kay  
699 High Street (B)  
BLACK To The Future 2000!!!  
Just Coolin' 1234 ... friends — BL, KJ, DF, CA, LW, LF, EM, JF, EN, TS, RP, DC, CS, SY, AB, KW ... I Didn't Quit!!! "It's not new Kelly Jones." ... INDEPENDENT — 3 yrs ... I was always buggin' ... I never smiled ... It's time to jet 'cause I'm on a SERIOUS MISSION ... Thanks family ... PEACE ... Love KAY J ...

William Jennings  
"WILD BILL"  
134 Harvard St. (B)  
BASEBALL 1,2,3,4  
BASKETBALL 1 ROZENIAS WITH D.M., D.B. GOOD TIMES WITH D.M., J.S., J.D., CP, J.B., E.K., J.D. KISSES BUT IN POD. HAVE ANOTHER ONE D.M. JUICY KNOWS BASKETBALL THANK GOD I MADE IT. AND LOOK OUT MAS-SASOIT TOLD YOU I'VE MADE IT P.S. THANK YOU MOM + DAD

Kelly Jones  
77 Village Gate Dr. (B)  
W/S Track 1.2, FLC 3, SADD 3 ... GTWGF-ILYG + WYTE! BOT/JW (what?) — Summer '89 — THE BEST! — the ROOF ... LNT/JT — was that mine? cdf/TFE (Love Ya)...495 got a spare? KK/ITN? NCS/MT-IMY! ... slpwking? "MY SHIRT!" ... stranded/Kev ... concerts ... DR — YTBFE! ... Mom, Jack, Chris, Ed & Pops — ILY! GL Sue! Miss Ya Gil ... life is what happens while you're making other plans.

Michael Jones  
Bonesy  
144 Titicute Road (R)  
Lifting 1,2,3,4 ... Sat Morning Mallard Club ... "Mom gone fishing". Champs w/J.P., T.R., Chumps w/L.T., C.C., "22-20" ... Rock Jump "89" w/B.W. ... Oct. Fest w/R.W. ... 4th of July week, What Week? ... See ya at Mucky's ... Told you I'd make it, Mom and Dad Thanks ... Darcy Good Luck

Christos Karageorgeos  
GREEK  
28 Lordan Road (R)  
Lifting 2-4 ... Mallard ... Muck eyes ... "I wanted a meatball" D.C. ... S.O.C. RAP '90 DAY TONA ... summer '88 ... at C ... D.W.A.T.G. B*R Goggle Rule ... L.G.T.R., C.M., P.M. ... "WHAT!" ... "My Foot" ... C.Constantines S.A.T.C.M ... Bye B-R. Thanks Mr. Scarano ... Thanks Mom and Dad for Car Money ...
Jon Kish
365 Elm Street (B)
Wrestling 1/4 Capt. . . . Football 2. . . Good times with Deano, Halie, Freny, Everett, & the rest. . . Gushies, Mallord, Emms J.D.
Ken 1. New Year's Eve '90 . . . Ken 5/13/89 I love you! W/A/B/T. Thanks Mom, Dad, Maat

Kerrie Kneeland
615 Oak Street (B)

Sheldon Kobyanski
125 Springhill Ave. (B)

Frank Kowlowsky
68 Spring St. (B)

Tracy Kraihanzel
89 Mark Drive (R)

John D. Kulibaba
Kuli, Animal
171 Ann St. (R)

Eric Kullich
Kool Cat
219 Ramblewood Dr. (R)
Soccer 1,2,3,4 . . . Basketball 1,2,3 . . . Dude . . . Football on the beach . . . What is that . . . the rest stop . . . Its hells angles B-ball in the P.G. room J.R. Prom . . . the Track . . . Splat . . The Battle Wagon G.T.W.G. F . . CP, DM, JS, BJ, JB, BG, SS. Thanks, Mom and Dad

Mary Kupchun
1867 South St. (B)
John Kyranos
Kyranosaurus, Llama
3 Orchard Ave. (R)
Football 1-4 . . . Track 2-3
Weightlifting . . . NHS . . . GL #19,
28, 33, 38, 43, 44, 48, 51, 54,
65, 71, 72, 73, 83, 84, 87, CC
... Sammy . . . 8.6L Deathmobile . . . Wareham . . . Dice Micky
"Todd" . . . 9 . . . Gouvela, you
. . . Having DINNER . . .
Love & Thanks to Mom, Dad, Marika.

Chad M. LaBonte
Chuck, Killer
187 Cherry Street (B)
Foreign Lang 1-3 . . . SADD 3-4
Reg. SnD 1-4 . . . Peer Ldr 3-4
PCC . . . SlimFast . . . 56 . . . Jr
Prom . . . AfterProm . . . Possum
. . . Rocky Pt Chem Fire . . . Dog
tales . . . New Years 91 — Shh!
. . . Poem of the day Sandy . . . Syc-
acuse U! . . . Thanks for being there KN, EC, KG, JMC, KT, PP,
SS, AC, OS, JG . . . Thanks Mom,
Dad, Bill, TJ, Gramp — CANCUN
w/Kev & Jen . . . Bonnie —
TFBY!

Danielle C. Lavoie
Dan, Danni
225 Boxwood Lane (B)
GT W . . . Renee . . . BFA
Blue T A . . . "We were swimming" . . . Rip Rap . . . Gr, 9
laughs . . . Cut your steak
John, "Diddo", ILY . . . Plus tax
— Hurry Bad Co. '90 . . . Jr
Prom . . . NYE '90 Campus fields
Bean's . . . Horseneck '90
July 4, '90 My bumper — sorry
Lisa . . . Bry's D. Car — Sorry
. . . Ice rink w/Lori . . . Hit & Run,
Keri ILY Ma, Dad, Jeff, Bry, Dar.

Bradford M. Lawson
Brad, Fern, B. Honeydew
403 Bridge Street (B)
The Boat . . . Beach Day 90
3rds & 7ths off . . . WAC: off to
HMUN (89, 90) . . . Sr lunch club
& house party . . . Jr. Prom (MM)
. . . "butter b's and salads of
death" . . . Like bro's: Mike &
John . . . Best of friends: PP, EC
— Who shot JR? — SW, TM, JC,
TK, LS, MH, BH, AH, EM, JS, JK,
KM, NH, AC, CL, CC, MH, ST.
SAT B fast . . . AM Legion BS
. . . Let's do the Time Warp again!

Eric Lawson
LAW
350 Forest Street (B)
Soccer 1,2,3,4 . . . 95 . . . "POS-
SE" . . . "BUSHMAN" . . . re-
match M.J. . . . T.R. . . . 20-22
Prom my house and other Par-
ties. Marsha's New Years Eve
'90 . . . Kish's New Years Eve '91
. . . Thanks Dad and BRO
'91 OD

Karyn Lawson
15 Pine Ridge Drive (B)
GTW . . . AW, DS, JW, KM, KD . . .
Cottage . . . Glomer . . . You're
Jingling Baby . . . Ahh yaa.
Kermi-on-the-head . . . M'bore
bust . . . I'm not going in there . . .
SPOOP . . . Flat-495 . . . Nature
Trail . . . I can't breathe . . . Would
you say so . . . Fried Food.
Table Dancing . . . Who Happen
THO . . . '78 Camaro . . . Lock
it . . . Know what I mean Vern . . .
DANNY 7-12-90 . . . LY Keith,
MA, Dad, Muf . . . FORT LAU-
DERDALE BOUND!!!!!
Lynch

870 Summer Stree't (B)
Football 1... Wrestling 2,3...
Weightlifting 1,2,4... Aliso'n 3,4...
Army 1,2,3 to be... Friends
always AM, KF, MG, CF, RM, JF,
BM... Cool Al + Cal... Jr. Prom
... Weekend w/guys... "intei-
rior valve"... Ford built the best
... Thanks everyone.

Lynch

870 Summer Street (B)
To all my friends at B-R Good
Luck!

MacDermott

369 Port St. (B)

The chick's a psycho... P.M.
TG, Rte. 24 runnin' @ 140+
Shot Down... Hairbag 1-4
nature boy... Beach bum w
funbags @ C.K. horseneck '79
w/T.G.D.T. weasel shaggl
Sharon + Karen... paddle bi
champs... $175... bear
bound GTA... 12 cars... J.
@ 8 o'clock, LEGLESS... Sm
thound... Pectoralis SHUT IT
TABER... fallin downstairs.
Good luck twins... Call the me
chanic I'm done...

Edward Maclean
Eddie
36 First St. (R)
SD 1.5... UW 8... SP 6... DT
Art and bowling w/ KT... Mar-
tha's Vineyard... Florida Vir-
ginia Beach... Sean's 3 point turn
in the mud, no brakes... New
Year's '89 w/ PP, MB... New
Year's '89 Boston... Rocky
Point... TG & LP... BC, BS,
SF... Plymouth Hardrock w/ SF,
SB... Isle 3 MP... Concerts
Horseneck breakdown... Jill,
Karen...
Thanks Mom & Dads

Michael Lynch

870 Summer Street (B)

Bridget MacDermott

369 Port St. (B)

Chris Mackiewicz
Steve Segal

The chic's a psycho... P.M.
TG, Rte. 24 runnin' @ 140+
Shot Down... Hairbag 1-4
nature boy... Beach bum w
funbags @ C.K. horseneck '79
w/T.G.D.T. weasel shaggl
Sharon + Karen... paddle bi
champs... $175... bear
bound GTA... 12 cars... J.
@ 8 o'clock, LEGLESS... Sm
thound... Pectoralis SHUT IT
TABER... fallin downstairs.
Good luck twins... Call the me
chanic I'm done...

Edward Maclean
Eddie
36 First St. (R)
SD 1.5... UW 8... SP 6... DT
Art and bowling w/ KT... Mar-
tha's Vineyard... Florida Vir-
ginia Beach... Sean's 3 point turn
in the mud, no brakes... New
Year's '89 w/ PP, MB... New
Year's '89 Boston... Rocky
Point... TG & LP... BC, BS,
SF... Plymouth Hardrock w/ SF,
SB... Isle 3 MP... Concerts
Horseneck breakdown... Jill,
Karen...
Thanks Mom & Dads

Sean Maguire
Magoo
98 Jennings Drive (R)
Golf 1,2,3,4... Basketball 1,2,3
Baseball 1,2,3, Capt. 4...
Somserset '90... Thanx Holm-
sie, Wellsley, why?... The ride
CP, MW, JM... W.E. at M.T. w/
RR, SS, MM, JM, MW... What
K.S. I told her I'd do it again
a year!!!... Nothing like it...
Fozzys, Twomeys... Porters
The Cool Kid... The Big Move
Night at RR... OOps Not
Again... Thanx Mom & Dad...
here, Later BR
Good Luck Brendan.

Sean Maloney
Moses
200 Whitman St. (B)
wrestling 2,3... anchor 1-5
weightlifting 2,3... school so-
briety... D.M. don't spit in my
tent... Bad company... Kristi
DFTR... Mallad mornings...
K.S. I told her I'd do it again
a year!!!... Nothing like it...
Fozzys, Twomeys... Porters
The Cool Kid... The Big Move
Night at RR... OOps Not
Again... Thanx Mom & Dad...
here, Later BR
Good Luck Brendan.

Donald F. Mann, Jr.
DJ
375 King Philip St. (R)
Car Bashing 2,3... Rocky Poi
90... 79 280ZX... Dat 31
Celica, 310... Pathfinder He
WG what about that license
WG & JE Carriage Crunching
Scav Hunt broken teeth, WG, Mc
SMc... Friendly's TA beware the
old Italian's... TTFN Felix
Thanks Mom, Bill, Stacey, Smok
ey & Rocky Betcha didn't thin
I'd live through it!!!!!
Peter Mello
Pete
80 Birch Street (B)
looking 1.2.3, Wrestling 1.2.3, 
and 1.4. Don't fall off any 
skis. The Mallard, Mackiewicz is 
it again! . . .  CK, DC, CM, KL.
Kelly House Party 
eth Right . . . Ken Class of 2000
Killer - got a 'moke, that 
p's me . . . Breakfast at Emmas 
h the boyz . . . Thanks Mom 
d Dad, Good luck Andy

SHANNON MELLO
40 HIDDEN VALLEY DRIVE (R)
CHEERLEADING 1, CAPT. 2.4 . . . 
RRDS 3. S. TRACK 1.2 . . . SCI-
ENCE CLUB 2.3.4, SKI CLUB 1-
FLORIDA'90' . . . JUNIOR 
PROM . . . NEW YEARS 89-91 . . . 
12-25-89 WNYF & GT CHRIS . . . 
HRC. GTWGF "THE GANG" 
NMNGO PLEASE! MISS RE-
GIONAL DANCE 90 . . . MISKF 
SKI 93 - DH . . . BFAFB . . . 
RCBM - WWLG . . . WEATS 
SAHM . . . F & SYAPP . . . PNM 
THANKS FOR EVERYTHING 
MOM, DAD, PAUL, STEVE I LOVE 
YOU ALL!! GOOD LUCK —

Dan Menconi
32 Bridge St. (R)
Soccer 1 . . . Hockey 1-3 . . . 
Track 2-3 . . . Lifiting 2-4 . . . 
"Franey" . . . Rozena's . . . 72 
Beek Skylko . . . The Green 
Bomber . . . Horseneck Jr. 
Parade . . . Good Luck BM in 
Saudi Who's Anchor . . . Deal with 
It . . . Red-eye . . . Merrill bushes 
. . . It's Charlie Time . . . Boxing 
@ JS's . . . New Year's @ Days 
Inn 90 + 91 . . . JH's (Mem. Day) 
Lori, Ya Know . . . Good Luck 
April . . . Thanx Mom + Dad 
Later B.R . . .

Rob Mendonea
66 Johnson St. (R)

Jodi A. Merenda
Jodes
209 Ramblewood Drive (R) 
ack 1-3 . . . Science Club 2 . . . 
MAIGL . . . GTWGF_Tent w/ 
S . . . rttb-th . . . Martha's 
neyard . . . ITWL . . . Hard Rock 
life . . . Under the porch 
vannis w/ LR MM Porsche? 
Prom - Lawson's . . . New-
port/ SR Men . . . Boston . . . KM 
MOAPI TFBT . . . BPS w/ HG 
J . . . BF . . . LISA - ME ILY 
OTTD INFU . . . Florida 90-91 
"ISFEH" . . . OMI . . . GL 
Stine ILY RS Mom, Dad, YTB G

Amy Michael
110 Ashstead Road (B) 
W+S T 1-4 capt . . . stop sign 
EC NL . . . W'ham - SueSally 
JEEP, YZ . . . zinc, hrstrails, 
beach, 23 42 'less S'mer Niles 
woks/ NL . . . 5-speed les-
sions . . . KC come in . . . ice 
AF so loud . . . 16th b-day 
WES b-ball . . . WW 1 2 3 . . . Rt. 
3 . . . pix of . . . NoSa . . . JAY 
Plym NH . . . R.W. Park 
slide . . . Mike 7/1/88 Al-
ways . . . Plym M's V'y'd . . . lob-
ster . . . friends forgiveness . . . 
Thanx Mom + Dad . . . fav ya 
Ret + Chris

Timothy M. Milbert
85 Legge St. (B)
Swim Team 1.2.3 . . . 1-CS . . . 
2-AP, SJ . . . 3-AP(2), ES, KL . . . 
4-JL . . . Jr. Prom DM . . . BCSY 
FLORIDA . . . MUFUKA 
Horseneck Beach . . . For Ever 
A Lifeguard . . . Jr. and Sr. Lunch 
Club: Sally, Lumber and "Not 
even 3rd!" . . . RHPS . . . Lisa! 
AWFUL Awful Awsome!!! . . . What 
has happened to Booger Her-
shy, the 3 Amigos and the Roof 
Club? . . . Thanx Mom and Dad, 
Kim, Scott, Sean, Kevin and Jon.

Greg Millard
60 Holly Lane (B)
Football 2.4 . . . moving to Bridg-
gewater . . . '88 . . . Escort G.T 
the Y . . . Skiing with Levis . . . 
Red Sox on Jr. Prom night w/ 
B.J., D.B., B.G., P.M., D.M., S.S 
Sidelines w/J.K . . . Bad co 
Hammer w/The Guys . . . 
Good Times w/ Amy . . . Thank 
You Mom and Dad good luck Pete 
and Lorea
Mom, my final essay. Bon, 5/20/90
LAW
LG
'Basketball
Lou
bikini
"CRASH"
your
B-R
Paradise
Nw.
ROCK
Wrestling
THE
Mrs. NH/X-mas
Motley
Volleyball
Legend
Luv
to
Cape
w/o
KF
Love
^*a&
X-MAS
N
Niccole
Prom
Casey's
Track
the
Whi,
THE
KW
FRENO/GEO.
S.B.
KEN
68
126 Union Street (B) Freshman Yr.; Bon Jovi... "CRASH", 5/14/90... New Years Eve, "91"... the highway... "I can't get me f@%$"... Lou, Larry, Sha, Tracie... Whi horse Beach... 5/20/90 home; "There's no place like home... I love you Larry Always... thanks Mom & Dad. Love ya!
I finally made it to the real world... good luck Cherii! I'm blowing it... pop stand.
G-Ya later!!!

Robert Mitchell
126 Union St. (B)

Nicole Monti
Nikki
408 Center St. (R)
GTWGF, CF, CC, CS, LM, CP, RP, BS, SB, KS, PW, SF, MD... Flower story... Casey's flags... Bon Jodi... Motley Crue - "THE SIGN"... Legend "gas" station... Jr. Prom... Stone Hill... bikini bottoms... Nw. Yrs. - PPW, HD Chinks, T-Kettle... bagged at my house... Cape Cod "Thinks. guys... Paradise in the Sand"... Mrs. Peterson... your jeep blew up!!... I Luv U Mom, Dad, Jared, Tim

Charles Miller
Chuck
625 Hall Street (R)
Football 1-4... Basketball 1,2... Track 2-4... Volleyball 2,3... Wrestling 2,3... KF thanx for the great summer + friendship... KW + Glo JS's party... KL, SD, LS Days Inn... B-R football rules!!... Weymouth stopped on goaline and we win!!!

Christine Miranda
Chris
38 Myrtle Street (T)
F.H. 1,2... S.B. 1,2... Track 1,2,3, Cliff 10-31-89, ILY! You're #1 Thanks for always being there. Aunt J wouldn't have made it w/o U. B.J. thanks for all your help. Aaron & Frank ILY! GTWF YKHYA... NH/X-mas "88"/Soph. yr. the best! K.F. Car Pal. "Don't fall"/L.R., K.F., D.L. "Skinny dipping" w/M.H./Jr. Prom "Good time after all"/K.N., K.C. We survived in my car. B-R has been great.

Don Mitchell
(Mitch)
21 Bridge St (B)
Football 1-3 W. track 2-4 ANCH 1-4... LG 87, w/M.H. LAW CLAW & CREW... X-MAS EVE 90 w/HAGS & KEN... THE WEEK. SUNDAYS w/Paulie... PAH... ROCK JUMP 89 w/BW... NY 90, BIG CHOP... GREAT GREN & FRENCH/GEOR. HORSE-NECK w/SM. 3:15 BRIDIE?? TFFL... G.L. DARCY, BRAD AND KRIS THANKS DAD & FAMILY/DREBIN SEE YA IN THE FUNNIES, BR

Sean Moran
480 North St. (B)
We sit on the threshold of the enormous abyss of life filled with success, failure, joy, sadness, comfort, pain, love, hate, comedy, tragedy, production, and destruction. What will become of us? Only time will tell...

Michael Moriello
25 Dove Ln. (B)
Lori J. Morrison  
28 Edward Rd. (R)  

Mrs. Lucia S. Moura  
Sis  
115 Hale St. (B)  

Richard Mouradian  
"Prime Meridian"  
31 Atkinson Dr. (B)  

Brett Ann Mumford  
4 Pine St. (B)  

Kelly A. Murphy  
17 Laurel Dr. (B)  

Pamela Jane Nawrocki  
Pam, Rock  


Steven White  
Brian Needham
1329 Old Pleasant St. (B)
Beef N/H/I/T/B ... Flipped 79
Firebird Killinton ... Canada/
Str/J ... Horsecreek/look, J +
D ... 4 A.M. next year John ...
Honda Good times at Fozzys ...
Mikes, Paul's, Jims, Boston,
Mississippi 90 New Year/no one
home ... Mom's car, sorry old
man JF/DL/DP ... BP, PM, JM,
TR, JF, Miss Ken & Benji
Thanks, Mom & Dad.

Jason Nevens
Nevis
268 Warren St. (R)
Baseball 1,2,3,4 ... Football 1,2
... Splendid Splinters — JN, LD,
DM ... Hey Lee didn't we make
the A.S.T. too bad MH ... Junk-
yard ... BGSAA, thanks Jacko
and Morgi ... pool hall ... nice
kick D ... on the links ... Mom
you were a pain ... Dad, Mom,
Tracy thanks and I.L.Y.

Hilary Noe
1195 South St. (B)
GTWGF UKWUR ... H-Neck w/
KL & KF Fishbite ... SOAL w/
Nat shh listen ... KB SILYK
— NOTI ... SO w/Katie = Trouble
... PC Why MF? ... SIOC ...
"WHOS HOUSE" ... Stefa-
Noe's ... Jr. Prom ... NG 6th
TFTN Sam ... HF The Path ...
DK WUWAM ... 11-17-89 NTR
... NFTGT w/Katie & Jan ... The
3 Stoozers ... GL Glo ... Stef
HYCP ... 8-28-90 TGK ...
Thanks Mom, Dad, Phil, GL Keith
& Shannon. I Love You.

Karen Novack
Novaki
39 Union St. (B)
Soccer 1-4 capt. 4 ... Ski Clu
1-4 ... Loon Mtn w/JT Rock
Point ... Jr. Prom ... Boston ...
Great Times w/GL — ILU, PF
MP, EC, CS ... Novament
Rules ... mail? Thanks for ev-
rything RS & CF ... Engl
land...Time w/CR? ... GL — DI
RR — ILU, LS wanderers ... n
al life?? Thanx Nancy, Mom
Dad.

Caitlin O'Donnell
Cail
178 Oak Street (B)
Field Hockey 1,2,3 ... FBB ...
Science Club ... Secretary ...
LTN ... "Summer of '89" ...
OSB ... Partying & being crazy
w/K, M, S, N ... No Luck ... 
Neutral Game, ... "W.O.F.T.S.B ...
" "10/29/89" ... Jr. Prom ...
Always & Forever ... 7/4th
in P ... Benjamin's ... N.Y.E 89 /
90 ... T.F.L.S. & G.T.C.P ...
Thanks K & M, I.L.U ... without
your love & support I would have
never made it, Thanks, Mom, Dad

Colby Olsen
101 Mark Dr. (R)
Wrestling 1,2 ... 66 Mustang ...
7-22-89, CCWK ... suspensions
Gator ... SWA ... Bruins 2-9-91
RWB ... Love you Andie ...
TFBIM ... Tub and Suds ... Love
you mom and Dad ... BYNTIDI ...
Good luck Sean and Ryan

Bridgette Ornellas
355 Plain St. (B)
Gymnastics 1,2,3 ... GTWGF-
YKWSA BF — JS/NYE "88"/
Xmas 89 TFTM Mark/Summer
"90" with EJ/Fourth of July —
CC, 6W, EJ/I'm 16/Slakeout/
WM, NH — Party Starts Now/
Baby Christopher 4-19-90 TFTE
Jen — "Breathe"/Star Xmas
Party — Ed/Jr. Prom/ NY — RL,
BD/GL SS with B/Foz'z/Miss
Reg 88/DM IMY WLIMB/T/MM
NFY/SITL/Randy 8-10-90, IWA-
LY/ Eve 1 more yr ... Thanx
Grimme, Grampie, Mom, C,
William Jason Pacheco  
"Cheeks"  
65 New Carver St. (R)  
yanastics 1,2,3,4 Capt 3,4 All  
stars, Hall of Fame ... Soccer  
2,3, GTWGF JF, BS, SP, CG,  
MC, JB, JM ... Nol ... BK Hats  
FL ... Ireland ... CanCun ...  
"Pelican" ... The Cape ... Thanx  
Incl C. etc. & Aunt Sandy Etc.  
specialy Mom, Dad, Tina, Jesi- 
ica & Champ ... I finally did it!!!  
ook out ITT

Tina M. Papp  
"IT"  
32 Laurel Lane (R)  
Work-Study 3,4  
Stranded Summer of 90  
To all my teachers C-Ya!  
Thanx for all your help  
& support  
I finally made it!  
I LOVE YOU, MOM & DAD  
Thanx Frank  
Good Luck Charlene and  
Casey!  
Bye, Bye, B-R!

Luke Pareigs  
212 King Philip St. (R)  
Football 1,2 ... Hockey 1,2,3,4  
Capt. 4 ... Track 2,3 ... Lifting  
1,2,3,4 ... Deal With It ... Don't  
worry about it ... New Year's 90,  
91 BOOM! Horseneck Beach ...  
Memorial Day 90 ... school  
bushes ... ARUBA ... Mallard  
... "The 2 Live Crew" MP, DM,  
AM, JH, WM, BR, MM ... thanks  
Mom, Dad!!! Good Luck Aaron  
David Later B-R

Renee Paul Nay  
117 Elm Street (R)  
Justin 2/22/89 ILY ... Dani Blue  
Tracks Ams, "I swear we were  
swimming ... All the parties w/  
Sarah, Marshfield, "Hi King" ...  
Nick Sloughton, Burn down the  
house ... MegaMouth, Keri,  
"Can't touch this" party, the La-
fayette ... All the fun X's w/ Cori  
... Bahamas 89' ... Hawaii 90'  
... Thanx Missi and Mom

Durvall Pedro  
136 Crescent St. (B)  

Kristen Perry  
Pez  
45 Ralph Rd. (R)  
Soccer 1-4, CC ... B-ball 1, 2  
Softball 1-4, CC ... Foreign  
Lang 2-4 ... SADD ... "The  
Beast!" ... stalling ... shave?  
HYE, Mr. D? ... LG, OTGOY,  
sorry for everything ... SD w/  
LG, JS ... BB ... KR's party  
Shaw's ... TFE, Mr./Mrs. G ...  
GTWGF, KR, LG, CS, JS, BD, AG,  
KO, JV, ETC ... "What's burn- 
ing?" ... nice legs, DH ... FH  
Rules, HA ... "Just another face  
in the crowd" ... Thanks

Michelle Persson  
65 Short St. (B)  
Dance '83 7 ... WAC 1-4 Poms  
1-4 cplt ... PL 3,4 NHS (P) ...  
Jr. Miss YWOTY PCC 87, 88 ...  
slo-mo f JCBI ... Wrentham ...  
Star what? ... only car in the lot  
— crash! sailing w/SW, PW, +  
AF face washing ... spit-even  
nder MR ... ILY gals! MARK!!  
'86-'7? awhile?!? Thanks Mr. Reil- 
ly — truth or dare-X! ... I love  
you Mom + Dad!! Just 1 more,  
Sue-delish! ... class of 2000  
John! ... Thanks B-R!

Mark Peters  
Peters  
115 Dean Street (R)  
Hockey 1,2 ... Four-wheeling  
2,3,4 ... 77 Mophar ... 85 Blazer- 
er ... Land Crusher + Days Inn  
... Bang Crash ... Who's Anchor?
Derek Peterson
858 Pleasant St. (B)
Band 1,2,3,4 . . .
Ready to start a new chapter in my life

Megan Phaneuf
50 Mt. Prospect St. (B)
Spring Track 2,3,4 . . . Secy Sci.
Club 2,3,4 . . . Peer Lead . . . 3,4
Backreds . . . Summer '89
Nantucket . . . Lifeguarding & etc
. . . EMBM (hal) . . . Summer '90
w/K.S. & our S.T.'s . . . D.H. &
H.F. — POW!!! . . . J.P. — H.H.
. . . G Pease loves you, H.F.
Thanks Mr. M. & Mr. C. . Best
of luck G.C. (F.A)! . . . B GOOD
Beth! . To my pals — I love
you all! . . . Mom & Dad — Thanx!
I love you

Charles Pierce
39 Sully Rd. (R)

John E. Pierson
229 Lakeside Dr. (B)
Lori, I Love You Baby . .
Good & Bad Times w/Possie, and
Accomplices . . . Wild Times in
— Kingston. . . We'll Take it as
a souvenir (HA)! . . . My Evil Twin
. . . Trucks . . . Mikey The Kid-
napper . . . Be back before 4th
(YA Right)! . . . Corvettes Baby?
. . . Never 4 Get You Benji
Thanks Ma, Dad Good Luck, Scott,
Todd, Kim, and Moe . . . Forever
Baby . . .
(C-YA!)

Michael E. Phillips
Mike Lights
320 Center St. (B)
CC 1-3 . . . Track 1-4 . . . WAC
1-4 . . . Beach Day '90 . . . SAT
Breakfast Club . . . Jr. Prom
kitter cows & salads . . . Tracy
5/5/90 . . . 3rd lunch at Mc'd's
. . . off to HMUN to kill JR .
Gumby does the Time Warp?
Great friends: Kuli, Fern, Dan,
Jean, TAD, Pat, Lori, Beth . .
By the way, which one is Fink?
. . . Thanx Mom, Dad, Chris, Lau-
rie, Donna, Duke, Mindy . . . I love
you Tracy . . . USAFA, here
comes Visions.

Christopher Thomas Pike
Pike
328 Center St. (R)
Soccer 1,2,3 . . . B-Ball 1,2
Baseball 1 . . . Xcountry . . . Rest
area, Danes, F-Ball . . . Josh
C.Y.O . . . Spat . . . Gold's
. . . Thanks EK, BJ, JB, JS, SS, DM,
DB, SW, ED, SM . . . Cait, McD,
Beach, Popcorn, JR Prom, Benj,
Y. Patience, T.F.T.G.T .
Barnstable, Legit . . . Spazos
Bill's Dive . . . 4th of July '90
. . . Thanxs Mom + Dad + Fam-
ily

Kimberly Anne Pimental
Kim
60 Laurel Lane (R)
Field Hockey 2 . . . Ski Club
1,2,3,4 . . . SADD 4 . . . GTWG
. . . LR — beach "shoes" . .
KF — penny, papera . . . JM
— Boston, toystore- hopping
. . . Bon Jovi '89 . . . Junior Prom '90
. . . Horseneck Beach . . . mall or
movies, AGAIN!!! GL — Jeff &
Matt. . . I LOVE YOU MOM & DAD
— Thanks for everthing —
IWNFAYDFM!!!!!
Ain't Mallard. "I'm W.B'water G.L. mankind. Thanx Skylark wish NOVA- Sob Good camp. Boston, ALL 1 Chillin. Fitzy Rocky SORRY New CJ GL FFF KN, dreams GL AA Only Sweaty Thanks party. surf- W.T. KM. J BAD LAST JAY M.W. HMUN NHS Buzin. .. MB, Hangin semi Halloween. 3-4, ECE, wisest after ioe, o /ou second." things. the life: the Madrinha B-day that, you let. are two things to aim at life: to get what you want; and, after that, to enjoy it. Only the wisest of mankind achieve the second." The truly important things are always close to us. Never let them go! To my family, love you dearly. To B-R, I wish you the best!
Mark Andrew Reilly
Riles
220 Bedford St. H6 (B)
Golf 1-4 CPT . . . Baseball 1-4
Basketball 1-3 WAC 1-4
H.O.S. 3-4 . . . PL 3-4 . . . Somerset
comeback! State Championship . . . Hey Coach "Mental"
+ the golf team, win a champions-
ship for the Reilly boys!
Michelle, no one can do the
things you have done for me . .
PW, SW, SM, DP . . . Love to JP
Dad — you are the best . .
Thanks to the BR faculty!

Kara Reynolds
Peterson
40 Colby Road (B)
Field hockey 2-4 . . . SB 1-4
Jr. Class Treas . . . LB
"Beast" BL . . . "Regulators"
. . . What a cheez
TAPMWC . . . "Charge Pond, w/
NAS . . . "Big K @DCWDH . . . "TFOT- w/DH/MP" . . . "DAWB"
CAWBF . . . "HRIELK- Van" . .
"CFOSWJH" . . . "NY '91 gmc, anti"
. . . "Laps" . . . "M. Reg. w/
DQ, TR, TP, TA, CM, TYGFSN!
. . . "GTWGF-YKWYA!!"

Matthew H. Rich
122 Maple Ave. (B)
Football 1,2 . . . Summer of '90
Canada bound . . . skiing
Tightlines . . . The truck
Dave’s party Mc D’s 4th period
. . . the puddle . . . Good luck
(The Roller), L.M. Thanks Mom,
and Mark

Lisa Risso
FRIZZO
37 Mark Drive (R)
Track 1-3 . . . Run to the Border,
TB . . . BF Martha’s Vineyard
ITWL. . . UNDER THE PORCH W/ J.M.
Hyannis w/J.M. M.M.
PORSCHE Good Luck JODI
BFFE! . . . HNK Beach . . . C.I.H.S.
Ketchup! Nature Walks . .
Chrysler . . . I.H.T. Routine .
Mixbeed . . . SCOTT ILY! . . . 140
BMW . . . H. square ITWL! . .
H. Rock . . . Newport men w/
Jodes . . . Thanx Mom, Dad,
Sheill, Mi

Jason Roderick
Surfer, Dude, Roddy / 559 Oak
Street (B)
Look at Gilly . . . Party on . . . New
Kids Forever Dude . . . Sledding
with Katherine . . . English with
Mr. Kevarian . . . Standing at the
Bubbler . . . Hey Jen . . . Ninja
Turtles . . . Bruins rule, going to
the cup . . . Gonna go catch some
waves . . . Hang 10 . . . Boom
Thanx Mrs. C . . . Crane St . .
Metallica, Megadeth, Boy Mi-
chaelangelo, Raphael, Leonardo,
Donatello Ya . . . I’m outta
here Dude!

Lisa A. Rose
Rosie
288 High St. (B)
Pom. Sq. 1,2,3,4 Capt. Weightlif-
1,2,LA . . . Dance 11 yrs . .
1st.m.up Jr. Prom Qo . . . 2nd. m.
up. Jr. Miss + Fit. A Best time
w/MS, MB, KS, CH, RM, sq. 91,
Esp. Sean — much love 2 U QT!
U C I love U2, Art w/Mr. P — me
+ we, 22. Miss U — BR Thanks
Mom + Dad!

Todd Richards
120 Carl Rd. (R)

Laura Rosenquist
148 Nicholas Rd. (R)
Tennis 2,3,4 . . . SADD 4 . .
Yearbook 4 . . . ILY KEV 10/21
88 KISS . . . WMF Peg Sat. nh
. . . volleyball . . . Cher Baham
89-91 . . . Molts twins . .
summers . . . Keri Walsh boys
Kim not a good pourer . . .
Friendly’s . . . Mel, SD, LS Inc
worms . . . We Are the World
Good Luck everyone . . . I LOV
YOU GUYS . . . Thanks Mom at
Dad . . . Good Luck Mark . .
Love You.
Rob Rothwell
Dave Mustaine
75 Richmond St. (R)
Guitar, singing, lifting MEGADETH, METALLICA, SLAYER, EEPPELINS, FLOYD CHEAP SHEEP SH . . . DUDE MAN; SURFERS RULE! Grow some HAIR, JAN. 12 Holy Wars, 209 pos . . . HEAD through window . . . KEEP IN TOUCH, NO PREPS C-YA

Paula Roy
630 Summer St. (B)
FH 2, 3; Science Club 1-4 GTWGF, LUV YA; NYE 89 MI & 90 MC; BBC w/KF; IWTFTSOOY w/DH; GOML NYE 89, EL; K108 w/MI; summer 89 w/SM; BJ w/ KF & DH; OCIFWY Katie S.: I LOVE YOU JOHNNY! TFABT Jr. Prom w/JP; ELIOS? KIM, Voight w/KM & CF; ICTB w/DH, SUMMER 90 w/DH. Thank You MOM & DAD! Good luck Michelle, I LOVE YOU! YOU ARE VERY SPECIAL AUNTIE! LOVE YA KIM!! SEE YA!!!!!

William Ryan
100 Forest St. (B)

Todd Rynhart
Tod, Speedy
15 Nottingham Dr. (R)

Rob Rothwell
Dave Mustaine
75 Richmond St. (R)
Guitar, singing, lifting MEGADETH, METALLICA, SLAYER, EEPPELINS, FLOYD CHEAP SHEEP SH . . . DUDE MAN; SURFERS RULE! Grow some HAIR, JAN. 12 Holy Wars, 209 pos . . . HEAD through window . . . KEEP IN TOUCH, NO PREPS C-YA

Paula Roy
630 Summer St. (B)
FH 2, 3; Science Club 1-4 GTWGF, LUV YA; NYE 89 MI & 90 MC; BBC w/KF; IWTFTSOOY w/DH; GOML NYE 89, EL; K108 w/MI; summer 89 w/SM; BJ w/ KF & DH; OCIFWY Katie S.: I LOVE YOU JOHNNY! TFABT Jr. Prom w/JP; ELIOS? KIM, Voight w/KM & CF; ICTB w/DH, SUMMER 90 w/DH. Thank You MOM & DAD! Good luck Michelle, I LOVE YOU! YOU ARE VERY SPECIAL AUNTIE! LOVE YA KIM!! SEE YA!!!!!

William Ryan
100 Forest St. (B)

Todd Rynhart
Tod, Speedy
15 Nottingham Dr. (R)

William R. Salvatori
Billy
7' Gatsby Drive (R)
Edward Sarty
414 Water St. (B)

Casey Saunders
PEBBLES
436 Vernon St. (B)

Dan's SOLO
Thanks Wher H.E.S friends.

Pickles +
I HURDLES
Good 12/9/90 MR.

Meg "THE Many 1/6/90.

had Summer Prov S.

ABTC Lucky This.

Donna Banana need W.TRK.

Lisa. S.W.

Lounge.

Blue LOVE Weekend New.

— B'ball What Sft.

BKTBL Fishing...shh hate Newyrs.

soccer EGG Boxi.

S.W.

New L/Y Santo.

Hunty's SADD Junior.

just Wanna W不断增强 ADGEW.

WWIE B.

BUZZY chris the "WORDS THANX.

MNGR boat Jr. car /5/91.

BBB, Spec. You

...junk Edward 1-4.

1-4 Brett.

157 Smed...Edward's.

1-4 Brett.

1-4 Brett.

Fishing '90 (Not) C & H Trips Concerts '90 Thanks Mom, G'ma, Dad & Lisa.

Jennifer M. Shores
157 Spruce Street (B)
Soccer/Benchwarm 2,3,4 —
Thanks Hes NOTI...Forgot NYE 90...Santo Domingo amigas...Did I just hear gunshots?...Good luck MC TM LT WA...There's a boat in the road...No Clue...You never heard that one?...Wanna a muffin?...The car is on fire...This is July 4th, right?...BLWG Mohawks-Marshmallow...Pickles and eggrolls...Memory many friends, I had fun...Thanks to all my friends and family...Cael

Kathleen Scannell
46 King Philip St. (R)
Flags 1,2,3,4...St ball mgr 2...SADD 4 Peer Leadership 3,4...Lounge 7th prd 1st yr...Hal Hal...Good luck JS, MB, CB, MS, CA, NM & everyone else...Blue Bomber...I hate this door...Hey Chica Bang!!!...AHHHHHHH!!! forget the nyons runnnnn!!! 1/5/91 1/30/90 12/9/90...New yrs Eve Grand Agridector A Mæ & O Pal & Bro...I Love You!!!

Kristina Schnopp
Kristy
84 Pleasant Dr. (B)
Field hockey 1-4...B'ball 1...Summer '89... Caitlin — S/M/G/T...car talks...Big Re...Hunty's Unbelievable The Gang — I/L/Y/G...Meg — S/O/90...no regrets...neutral game... Jr.Miss...don't get it...T's & Mrs. B...Walking — H.F...Banana spl...JL...science club...L/Y L — Mom, Dad, Jay.
Thanks, TALKS without ACCDTS
LOVE Mike

SS, Math PSB
his INFY
IDFYPR
MC
Gushies
Thanks Flash
WKNDS
QBC
TFTGT
Carla
Remember FF
MAJ4.
KF & STRND
SD 9-23-89
2-18-89
ILY
The AMY!
INFGTW
BAND
JR
Mastang
Florida 2-7-89

I = he.

Kelli, 3
Brian w/CS
385
SM
1720
High St. (B)

Katie Silva
1989 CHRIS STELLA... INFY
TFTGT... ILY... GTWGF
KWYA... Florida 90 w/AL...
YHY... INFGTW HN & JD...
he 3 Stoogers... D-TLKS w/
AT... PSB... IDFY PR... JR
rom w/Cs... Gushies... YS...
2-23-89 NTR... SO w/Hill
Trouble... SO CS I tried...
T "S"... KF TFL... NYE 90
MC... 2-18-89 w/HN, JD, KS...
FF MM... Thanks Mom Dad
and Kelli, I LOVE YOU... Good
luck Brian...

Lisa Stattery
Lee
510 King Street (R)
Summer of '87... Remember
falling up the stairs... '86
TRANS AM... Mike 6-11-89
ILY. Best Friends.... mm, kd,
bl, bt, jb, jr, jd, ts & baby...
Reunion in Florida with b.f.
B.K. 88-91... Flash... GTA
caught on Fire... Mustang...
Freshman Skip day... I Made
it!!!... Thanks, Mom & Dad I
Couldn't have done it without
you!...

Carolyn Smith
346 Britton St. (R)
Ca, Christmas
SKING 1234... BAND 1234
MAJ4... BBBIRD... MAME
QBC... ACCDTS 1 & 2
PRTS @ JN, CS... STRND 3xs
TALKS w/BS... CN Ri. 18
AMY! - NORMS!... 3 EGGS
BABY, BRAT, HOMIE...
EATNICE... SD & JB K-12...
BRIAN - LOVE ALWAYS
TFE!... GREAT TIMES W/
S.GREAT FRIENDS... TEA &
TOOKIES... WKNDS W/MOM
- I LOVE YOU!... BIG BRO
TFE!... BYE B-RI - I'VE LEFT
BUT MOM HASN'T!

Eric Smith
80 Holly Lane (B)

Jason Souza
"SUZ"
26 Saddle Drive (B)
hoops 1,2,3,4; soccer 1,2,3;
Good times w/BJ, DM, EK, CP,
JB, EM; GOLDS CREW = SS,
MJ, JD, JP; Pikes "what the
heck?" "Hey DM, call ETL!" "g'me
some red stuff!" Bill, hit the
books!!! Track w/TC + EK; Jun-
or Prom w/JO: ME + BJ in HRI
Hey Saint "LHB" LY Mom + Dad;
Good Luck Daniel!!!

Michael Spear
556 Main St. (B)

Sean Smith
385 Spruce St. (B)

Robert Sousa
Seuss
15 Appletree Circle (B)
Ski Club... Math Club 2...
Newport Beach '90 Rocky Point...
58 corvette, or 64 Pontiac
GTO... Carla... The Civic
Center '90... "M.C. Hammer"
Louie's bachelor party '90...
"Dave's car which got a little
taste of his own medicine,
thanks to me!" "Cheer Up", Da-
evyl... Thanks, Mom, Dad, sis,
Carla, and "Good Luck", to The
Old Gang!!!
Gregory Spears
Greg
79 Nicholas Road (R)
Band 1,2,3,4 ... Jazz Band 1,3,4 ... Photography Club 1,2 ... Pit Band 3 ... Ski Club 1,2,3,4 ... Third period lounge ... Quebec ... Dr. D ... Environmental Science ... "Wow!" ... Bianchi ... LeMond 86, 89, 90 ... $27.50 ... Penalty Box ... Eric, Learn your ABC's yet? ... Advanced Computer programming ... Good luck Scott, Steve, Jay, Chris, Eric ... Thanks Mom, Dad, Mike.

Jolie Sprague
1615 High Street (B)
Field Hockey 1,2 ... Work-Study 4 ... Little Harbor w/BJ (Tinny Tim) JM ... Junior-Prom ... Dream House ... Jammin New Years Eve 90 ... Nicks on Cape Cod Canal ... Sledding, Horse-neck Beach & Block Dance w/E & S and M & J ... Rush Concert Switch ... Eric Clapton — Wrong Night ... Good Times w/C.M. & A.M ... Up all Night ... RM w/ Nicole ... Gd. Lk. John Thanks Mom & Dad!!

Scott St. Germain
SAINT
25 Elizabeth Dr. (R)
Cross Country, Capt. 1,2,3,4 ... Basketball 1,2 ... Baseball 1 ... Track 3 ... The Free Throw ... Taunton ... Good Times with C-C ... Battlewagon ... 80 Co-railla ... Go Hammer ... Boys State ... P.I. at Gold's G. With D.J. P.P. K.C.S ... Lechemere ... Fenway Bleachers, William Kirby ... Maura ... Just Do It! ... L.H.B ... Rest Area ... Football at P's ...
Lori A. Sylvia
Foogi/Rowll/Cherry Coke
825 Locust St. (R)

[speech]

Derek Taber
22 Laurel Lane (R)
The great times at the beach with Tim, Chris, Joe and Shaggy... cruising with Dave, Mack, and Tim... getting my first car (78 Volvo)... lifting weights with the guys... a wise decision buying a safe car will probably save my life, I hope!!... to my good friends: "Thanks for the great times!!"... to my family: "You're #1!!!"

Kimberly R. Tatro
8 Association Ave. (B)

Band 1-4... Ski club 2... BBB '89, Mame/SRA '90... Annie "With a little free thought..." Bio... Emerald Sq. Night... the lunch bunch/Jr. lounge... Jr. prom... RP Quebec—Bonjour Maurice!!
"It's a whale, a guitar, a chicken leg?!... Mike NY, NY T/B F/F... A... Thanks P + F1... Auvoir BR — UM Here I come!

John Taylor
"Matt"
242 Auburn St. (B)

Vermont '89, '90; Ace Frehley 2/18/90; Thanks: Mike F., Tonis, Paul, Danny G., Dan B., Stoughton Crew, Chris V., Kev, Jon C., Kathy, D.D.T., S.S.M., Kiss, my family. See Y'all!!

Richard Thetonia
4 Bob White Ln. (B)

Jill A. Thomson
442 Laurel St. (B)

FH + SB 1, FL + SKI 1-4, MJ 2-4, G 1-3, WA 4... BUBBLES 9/14/89, concerts, parties... Camp: GUY SMILEY, Troy, NYr '90... Msky: Lg Isle Shill = shipndal, sing'rain, 4 @ Onsetx2@/k, THINGST stk OOL, j... DP: ccruz, cmp @ Flg, aft glo, surft, Zmbi, DVt, PAr... To: DDGGGD, CHK”RF... MW, WBF, LG@UN, ro’DP...MC: 2/89 w/kr + c. on, drive!... SE: WL AB... GL = L & G, M & R, D & D... Thanx M + O!

Joel Thomson
JET
310 Forest St. (B)

Soccer 1,2,3,4 Capt... Basketball 1,3,4 Capt... Nicole. I love you... IWU 1-11-89... Baby S.C... GWFG... Thanks Trickey Dicky, ya right!... Ames, opost... OD at Bills... Laws... C.C.'s (too bad)... "Don't talk"... Buschmen #5... DD + DD... FUF... proms and New Year's... Law's Leak w/Cree... OAAK... Concerts Posse... Lettermen... Good luck and... Thanks.

William Thorn
"Jay"
86 Aldrich Rd. (B)

TPBI... Morganle Man... Clop-of-Cy... Billy-Jay-Joe-Bob... Lockheed... To Banyu-Billy... Nuke 'em... To Angel, Parallel... Frank... "Thunderbird"... Stair stage prop... Remember D.O. as "Fairly Alert"... Thanx to Mom, U.R., Mr. Mosca (not house-fly) & Mo... Mo knows Drafting.
Jennifer Tomase

387 Carver St. (R)

B-ball 1-4 (Capt. 4) Boston Garden ...

... State Champs ... G.F.

... T.B., L.D., Connie ... The

heats on... your hooked up...

P.2 @ M.D., A.C., B.W., B.D...

T.B. and L.D. WAGAWI Cape Cod '90 ...

... Where's my money ...

... Prom ... K.J. I think that's

yours. T.B., L.D., K.P., ITWBF...

... T.B. TFBAGC ... Thanks

Mom and Dad ILY ... G.L. Lori + Guy!

Lisa Walenten

10 Elizabeth Dr. (R)

summer fun ... Virginia ... New-

port ... choo-choo charlie h.e.l.p.

... where are we? wanna tic-tac?

thanks to M.B.F., K.B. ... strike

a pose ... thats just too sexy

special people, K.B., K.L., K.C.,

K.A., M.W. ... thanks mom and
dad ... its finally over!!!

Danielle Walsh

1325 South Street (B)

Bball 3, Bball 3.4, Best of X's,

State Tourney, Tauntion Bewared,

MW-17, Hi — AH, Bunyon —

steal 2!, Hoggie Want 2 throw?,

CS — DIVE! DS Best Friends Al-

ways — Pop. House. Thanks 2

all. Good Luck Class of 91! Best

of luck 2: Brian, Tracey, Beth,

Timmy, and Rachel Ann. I Love U

(mom + dad)2, Nana, Pa, and

the rest

Matthew Walsh

118 Warren St. W (R)

Ski Club 1 ... Spanish Club 1.2

... Modern World Affairs 4 ...

Halloween After Glow ... THE

CHASE ... Park bust, flat tire ...

The Ambulance ... One Way ST ...

Lost at U.N. ... J.G. + G.S

Lockers Switch ... All Those

LIES ... The Final ... Dragging

... Running D.P. over ... in trou-

ble w/L.A., G.T.W.G.F. Later B.R ...

Stephanie Anne Ward

44 Pleasant St. (B)

Poms 2.4 ... WAC 1.2 ... N.H.

3.4 (Sec) ... SADD 3 ... PL 3.4 ...

... Be Wayl! ... Cser ... C +

C + OJ at Mr's. Suddenly I
didn't notice! ... Rocky who?

Wrentham ... Themis Pizza ...

Pyros ... V + C + the boys ...

Jaminin' Cool Boy — slo-mo F.F ...

Allergic to happiness? ... Scooter Pie-Pond ... horses

the look ... Dangerous but fun ...

... ILY M + D + Kimi ... Bye

BR it's been "interesting!"
Stan Wojkonski
Sammy
160 Richmond St, (R)
Basketball 1, 2, 3 . . . Baseball
2 . . . Weightlifting 2, 3 . . . 6th
Period lounge, Linda, Joan, Betty . . . teddy bear in the locker
. . . "Who's turn to do the home-
work?" . . . "Sammy Vicious" . . .
listen. Dafty . . . A.Q.'s test . . .
260 million troops in Iraq? . . .
Who's "Court Marshall"? . . .
Sammy V lives.

Paula Jean Worthington
255 Pond Street (B)
Poms, PL . . . Dancing w/Kerrie
(J)s/wich & DW bread . . . ice milk
D-maid . . . scooter pie pond, side
order of CD's . . . MP — not
straight Barbie fry — YUCK!
Sailing 89 . . . Ed's popping but-
tons . . . The Bear . . . Plymouth
Beach . . . Spaghetti hanging
from your nose. BANG! . . . Oh
joy, Oh my word, suddenly I didn't
notice we're done! MR, MP, SW
& family thank you for the good
times and for help through the
bad. I Love You Greg!
SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS
Standing: David Querzoli, Vice-President.
Sitting: Caitlin O'Donnell, Secretary; Marsha Itin, President.
Missing from picture: Matt Cutter, Treasurer.
SUPERLATIVES

CLASS MUSICIANS
Patty Litzen and Bill Cole

QUIETEST
Greg Spears and Tracy Kraihanzel

LOUDEST
Kara Reynolds and Chris White

MOST TALKATIVE
Kristie Firmin and Dan Cady
MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED
Sean Moran and Michelle Persson

CLASS COUPLE
Mark Reilly and Michelle Persson

MOST INTELLECTUAL
Stephanie Ward and Jon Curly

BEST LOOKING
Katie Silva and Todd Audyatis
SUPERLATIVES

BEST DRESSED
Tony Rapoza and Elise Linhares

ROWDIEST
Paula Roy and Jeff Freni

MOST SPIRITED
Layla Ballug and Jim Lemanski

CLASS CLOWNS
Anna Flaherty and Don Mitchell
SUPERLATIVES

CLASS ARTISTS
Joe Pitta and Heather Flynn

MOST ATHLETIC
Christina Silva and Pete McLaughlin

CLASS FLIRTS
Pam Nawrocki and Jeff Cummings

BEST PERSONALITY
Renee Paul and Mike Donovan
MOST FUN TO BE WITH
Dave Querzoli and Amy Wass

MOST POPULAR
Darcy Hubbard and Paul McCormack
FRESHMAN CLASS OFFICERS
Standing: A. Thomsen, Secretary; H. Clapp, Vice-President.
Sitting: D. Souza, President.
Missing: K. Morast, Treasurer.

SOPHOMORE CLASS OFFICERS
Standing: G. Dolan, Vice-President; B. Ferrari, Secretary; E. Moore, Treasurer.
Sitting: K. Krovitz, President.

JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS
Standing: J. Moscadelli, Vice-President; A. Cyr, Secretary; H. Bouridge, Treasurer.
Sitting: S. Ballug, President.
The Junior Prom was **THE END OF THE BEGINNING** of our good times. Last May we, the class of 1991, held our Junior Prom at The Taunton Regency. Our prom's theme song was "**What Does It Take**" by Honeymoon Sweet. Colleen Farland was crowned Prom Queen. Members of her court were: Lisa Rose, Lori Marinelli, Linda Gustafson, Maria Gallagher, and Katie Silva. This was a very special night, one which will be remembered by all.
THANKSGIVING RALLY

There we stood the day before Thanksgiving
All pumped up ready for a killin'.
The whole school was jam packed in the gym,
Streamers and posters from rim to rim.
Everyone stood as the earth began to shake:
The O.C.L. title was at stake.
The walls of the school vibrated all through the day
While our voices carried in a monstrous way.
The football players did their thing
While the band got everyone to sing.

Chris White
MISS REGIONAL DANCE

Peter McGlaughlin and Katie Silva were crowned Mr. and Miss Regional on the night of Friday, November 16, 1990. Other members of the court were First Runner-up Todd Audyatis and Shannon Mello, Second Runner-up Christian White and Michelle Persson, Third Runner-up Paul McCormack and Laurie McGinn, and Fourth Runner-up Michael Hilchey and Kara Reynolds. The night was a great success and everyone enjoyed themselves.
Christmas Party
CAPEWAY
JUNIOR MISS

The Greater Bridgewater Young Woman of the Year pageant was especially excellent this year.

B-R had fourteen participants, including Keri Fitzpatrick, Casey Saunders, Shannon Sullivan, Marsha Itin, Elena Clifford, Megan Phaneuf, Laurie McGinn, Patty Litzen, Amy Hanson, Darcy Hubbard, Michelle Persson, Lisa Rose, Paula Worthington, and Kristy Schnopp.

The winners were third runner-up, Patty Litzen; second runner-up, Lisa Rose; first runner-up, Marsha Itin; and the 1991 Greater Bridgewater Outstanding Young Woman of the Year, Miss Michelle Persson.
Earlier this year Bridgewater-Raynham Regional High School said goodbye to two very special women: Mrs. Ruth Alexander and Mrs. Rita Nunes. Both women left their positions at B-R after many years of dedicated service.

Mrs. Alexander began working at B-R in December 1972 as a secretary to the superintendent and secretary to the B-R School Committee. In 1980 her responsibilities were expanded to include the duties of treasurer to the school committee. Mrs. Alexander also served as supervisor of the entire secretarial staff until September 1989. She officially retired from B-R last January.

Mrs. Rita Nunes began working at Bridgewater-Raynham in September 1970 in the main office and as an aide to teachers in several academic departments. From 1971 she held the position of secretary in the main office until 1975 when she became secretary to Mr. Edward J. O’Donoghue, then Assistant Headmaster. From 1989 until the end of November, Mrs. Nunes was personal secretary to Mr. O’Donoghue, Superintendent/Headmaster.

B-R will miss both women and all the support they have given to B-R over the years. We wish them health and happiness in their retirements.
The Class of 1991 takes great pleasure in dedicating the 1991 Bridgewater-Raynham yearbook to a very special teacher and friend.

Mr. Edward Cunningham came to B-R in 1975 as a ceramics and crafts teacher and an assistant football coach. In 1981 Mr. Cunningham was appointed Head of Art and Home Economics. He has retired from active football coaching but has stayed on the staff as chief scout. During his years at B-R, Mr. Cunningham has been a friend and advisor to many grateful students.

The seniors and faculty would like to say a special thank you to Mrs. Anne Orr, a chemistry-physics teacher, an adjustment and guidance counselor, and especially a friend who is always there in time of need.

Mrs. Orr has a B.S. in Chemistry-Biology, an MT, a M. Ed. in counseling, and is a certified clinical hypnologist. She has worked in hospital laboratories, college laboratories, and businesses. In addition Mrs. Orr has sponsored Alteen and Alcoholic Anonymous, has been advisor to the FTA, and secretary to the B-R Teachers’ Association.

Mrs. Orr is moving to Atlanta, Georgia, to be near one of her four daughters and her two grandchildren. She plans to work with the homeless because, “There is no reason why we have homeless in this country.” We wish her the best in her new endeavors!
IN MEMORIAM

Mr. William Pelczarski

This year Bridgewater-Raynham Regional High School was deeply saddened by the loss of Mr. William Pelczarski. Bill was a loyal and dedicated teacher in the Business Department for the past twenty years. His teaching expertise and concern for his classes allowed his students to be fully prepared for their future decisions. As advisor to the Student Council, his leadership and direction created a most influential and productive school organization dedicated to helping others and building school spirit. Bill also worked endless hours to develop a quality psychology course that would be enjoyed by many students.

Thank you for everything, Bill. You will be greatly missed, but never forgotten by your B-R Family.

OUR MEMORIES

To touch our lives in the way that he did
Was very unselfish, which was the way that he lived.
The quickness of losing him has caused us to think;
He was gone so quickly, as if in a blink.
Now we admit distance and remember the past.
Though his life was short, our memories of him will last.
Our lives go on, even though his has ended.
Now we can rest knowing his soul will be tended.

By Kevin Govoni, Class of 91
Chris Franco
Courtney Fraser
Heather Frazel
Elisa Freeman
Ann Marie Furlong

Robbie Garner
Michelle Gawle
Paul Gilford
Liam Gillen
James Giovannoni

Andre Golden
Richard Goldstein
Matthew Hammond
Wade Harpoottian
Karen Hartley

Mark Haskell
Tom Haslett
Colleen Haughey
Erin Henessy
Shawn Herrick

Katherine Hile
Kristen Hile
Janell Holmes
Tara Hooley
Katy Hapgood

Seth Hopkinson
Chris Howe
Kristian Hubbard
Edward Hutchinson
Kerry Hutchinson

Kevin Hylander
Todd Jennings
Jeff Johnson
Jason Jolicoeur
Robert Jones

Mike Karageogos
Peter Karns
Brian Keane
Erica Keary
Suzanne Kelliker

Brian Kelly
Susan Kimball
Jesse Krawiec
Marika Kyranos
Kimberly Lane

Eric Langone
Alyce Leach
Nancy Leah
Michael Lee
Ryan Lenahan

Paula Lennon
Nancy Levangie
Jessica Libby
Jessica Litos
Carren Mackiewicz
Erin Powers
Samantha Press
Nicole Protz
Chris Raleigh
Justin Randazza

Ray Ransom
Muara Reed
Meghan Reed
Tom Reed
Rachel Revell

Peter Reynolds
Holly Richard
Kerri Robbins
Tom Rogers
Wendy Rousseau

Keith Ruehrwein
Carrie Rudolph
Frank Sacco
Nicole Sacco
Jason Saccocia

Ryan Sanders
Mark Santoro
Jeff Santos
Mary Sargent
Jason Sears

Scott Sharland
Colleen Sheehan
Danielle Shevailer
Amy Silva
Christine Silveira

David Silva
Shannon Slater
Susana Sousa
Darin Souza
Pat Spano

Carrie Spearin
Scott Stanton
Robin Steidinger
Chelsea St Germain
Becky Stone

Donna Stratoudakis
Jason Swart
Johanna Teague
Matt Tarentino
Peter Teixeira

Jennifer Thomas
Stephanie Thompson
Aimee Thomson
Lori Tomase
B.J. Tyszkiewicz

Chris Vallarelli
Heather Wakefield
Courtney Wass
Brian Waterman
Renee Webb
Melissa Weinberg
Scott Wessels
Katie Weston
Cynthia Whiting
Tim Wilson
Shannon Young
David Zawalsky
Dahlia Zubrzycki
Felicia Zusman

SOPHOMORES

Thomas Aguiar
Jim Aho
Nelson Almada
Lisa Anderson
Aleese Adreucci

John Bagley
Mark Baran
Kristen Barlow
Michelle Barret
Kristen Barry

Linda Batista
Max Bella
Matti Benigni
Kristina Bernier
Guy Berry

Kim Blake
Jeff Blaney
Tim Bollin
Sunny Bradock
Kathy Bridgwood

Dawn Burns
Jon Butcher
Jason Buzzee
Kelly Cabral
Brian Campbell

Mark Carney
Andy Carroll
Talen Carvalho
Marcy Casabian
Richard Cataloni

John Chang
Jared Chase
Mark Chiocca
Jessica Cipriani
Saundra Ciulla

Amy Clark
Bethany Clemme
Julie Clifford
Ryan Cobb
David Coles
Jauler IraezOrza
Jennifer Irving
Jason Jacobs
Chris Jensen
Barrett Johnson

Jen Johnson
Darcy Jones
Brian Joyce
Lou Kacozor
Scott Kellmer

Warren Kelson
Thad Krikorian
Patricia Labonte
Cherie Laforest
Andrea Lake

Garrett Lappin
Kelly Lapuc
Keri Laro
Jeff Lemon
Merrie Levy

Heather Libby
Danielle Lind
Jason Livie
Diane Lombard
Derek Long

Julie Lovell
Michael Lowder
Joe MacEachern
Chelsea Mack
Vineet Malik

Cristine Marshall
Christina Martin
Neal Martynak
Jennifer McDonagh
Peggy McLaughlin

Heather McRae
April Menconi
Julie Mendonca
Julie Meyer
Gerard Meyers

Jennifer Mirka
Cheri Mitchell
Jason Mitschele
Carolyn Moberg
John Morrissey

Justin Moscardelli
Michelle Murray
P.J. Napokiano
Melissa Nawrocki
Keri Neagle

Keith Nelson
Tim Nixon
Michelle Oakes
Jennifer O'Brien
Katie O'Day

Jauler IraezOrza
Jennifer Irving
Jason Jacobs
Chris Jensen
Barrett Johnson

Jen Johnson
Darcy Jones
Brian Joyce
Lou Kacozor
Scott Kellmer

Warren Kelson
Thad Krikorian
Patricia Labonte
Cherie Laforest
Andrea Lake

Garrett Lappin
Kelly Lapuc
Keri Laro
Jeff Lemon
Merrie Levy

Heather Libby
Danielle Lind
Jason Livie
Diane Lombard
Derek Long

Julie Lovell
Michael Lowder
Joe MacEachern
Chelsea Mack
Vineet Malik

Cristine Marshall
Christina Martin
Neal Martynak
Jennifer McDonagh
Peggy McLaughlin

Heather McRae
April Menconi
Julie Mendonca
Julie Meyer
Gerard Meyers

Jennifer Mirka
Cheri Mitchell
Jason Mitschele
Carolyn Moberg
John Morrissey

Justin Moscardelli
Michelle Murray
P.J. Napokiano
Melissa Nawrocki
Keri Neagle

Keith Nelson
Tim Nixon
Michelle Oakes
Jennifer O'Brien
Katie O'Day
The B-R Football Team had a tremendous season in the division one O.C.L. Their record was 5 wins, 2 ties, and 2 losses. The B-R cheerleaders were there every step of the way. The team was led by senior Marsha Itin and junior captain Julie Chilgean. Shannon Mello was also a senior member as well as a key to the team. The other junior members were Astrid Dominico, Stacey Alley, Janet Dyer, Michelle Proulx, Julie Mendonca, Sherry Laforest and Dee Dee Podson. The sophomore members were Beth Ferarri, Janice Flynn, and Kristen Lane. Best of luck to the football and cheerleading teams next year.
This fall's football team was led by captains Pete McGlaughlin, Chris White, and Paul McCormack. The Trojans had a 5-2-2 record and almost won the Old Colony League Championship but fell short against Taunton in a close game on Thanksgiving. The seniors on the team were: Dean Gouveia, Dave Hunt, Brett Sego, John Kyranos, Matt McKenna, Mark Harris, Chad Gregory, Chuck Miller, Mike Donovan, Fred Higgins, Dave Querzoli, Todd Avryatis, Greg Millard, Rob Leonard, and Matt Cutter.

Other players on the team were: juniors Mike Donovan, Tim Nixon, Todd Feeney, Chris Paolini, Dan Cox, Lenny Ferrera, Jason Mitchell, Paul Baldi, Mark Rivers, Pat Pauline, Mark Ronayne, John Morrissey, and Matt Williams. The sophomores consisted of Mike Medeiros, Chris Leamy, Steve Rossacci, Ian MacKinnon, Bill Donnelly, Jeremy Hanson, Brian Davey, Justin Pike, Mark Peabody, Dave Zukowski, John Chang, Brian Hermes, Scott Pitta, and Jay Urban.
BOYS' SOCCER

The 1990 boys' varsity soccer team had a surprising season. The team, led by senior captains Joel Thomson, Jason Haglof and Tim Cloutier, finished the year with a 15-4 record. The team surprised everyone by finishing second in the OCL, and qualified for the State Tournament. Joel Thomson and Jason Haglof led the team in scoring with help from senior Gerry Flanigan and Chris Ghelfi on defense, sophomores Micheal Ford and Geoffrey Dolidon at half back, and freshman Mathew Hammond. Sophomore Mark Fisher had an excellent season in goal. Next year's team looks to be as good, if not better.

Led by co-captains Christina Silva, Kar- en Novak, Kristie Fir- min and Kristen Perry, along with seniors Beth Dedominici and Jen Shores the girls’ varsity soccer team just missed qualifying for post season play with an 8-7-3 record.

Also playing major roles in a rebuilding season for Coach John Heslin’s squad were next year’s captain elects Amy Griffin and Katie Harty and other team members.
This year’s varsity field hockey team was led by captains Darcy Hubbard and Elise Linhares, and seniors Tina Bollin, Holly Ferris, Heather Flynn, Pam Nawrocki, Kara Reynolds, and Kristy Schnopp. Entering into a new league, the girls didn’t know quite what to expect. Although the record doesn’t quite show it, (5-5), the girls had an excellent season. They finished in 3rd place in the Old Colony League, and qualified for the MIAA tournament. Their overall record was 10-7-2.

The Trojans’ offense, sparked by Kristin Holmes, Mary Casabian, Darcy Hubbard, Jenni Dwyer, and Kristy Schnopp scored a total of 36 goals. Mid-field honors go to Michele Pacheco and Holly Ferris. A key part of this year’s team was the defense led by Kara Reynolds, Elise Linhares, Heather Flynn, Tina Bollin and goalkeepers Kathy Michaud and Maura Vogel.

The Bridgewater-Raynham Boys Cross Country team has had an extremely good year. The team was headed by Aemon Weinheime, Ralph Eddy, Paul Rondelli, Tony Rapoza, Scott St. Germane, and Steve Hughes. Their record was five wins and three losses. Among the members, Aemon Weinheime, was successful in clinching All League for Cross Country.

The Girls Cross Country team did well this past season with a record of two wins and four losses. The runners are Beth Phaneuf, Amy Harmond, Christine Getman. The team is mostly underclassmen. As a result we expect an exceptionally good strong team in the near future.
The 1990 Golf Team was led by M. Riley, C. Peters, R. Rumrill, and S. Mcguire. It had a great record of 19 and 2. The team's seniors were M. Riley, S. Mcguire and J. Gray who did a great job of contributing to the team.

The B-R gymnastics team was led by captains Billy Pacheco, Jen Bessette and Julie Mendonca. The team, a fairly new one, pulled together to compete against a changed league. They strived to accomplish their personal goals, but worked well as a team. The team was supported by all-around competitors Jessica Cipriani, Jen Kelley and Jen Bessette. Amy Reardon and Kristen Lane also did their share to support the team by competing on three events each. Julie Mendonca, Daphne Adams, Amy Cyr, Nancy Neault also competed. First time competitors were Britt Erikson, Beth Litzen, Amy Waterman, and Anna Elkevich. The seniors were Bill Pacheco and Earl Marsh. Pacheco, a strong competitor led B-R with top scores on bars and vault. He also pitched in with fine performances on floor. The other senior, Earl Marsh, gave B-R consistently strong vault scores. Special Thanks to: Coach Bill Pacheco and Tina Pacheco
Captains of the 1990-1991 wrestling team were Jeff Hathaway, John Kish, and Paul McCormack. John Kish and Jeff Hathaway wrestled superbly for the team while Paul McCormack had a sensational regular season. Paul was runner-up in the Marshfield Holiday Classic. With the outstanding performances of the varsity team, Coach Stan Holmes gained his two-hundredth victory.

Promising young B-R wrestlers are Carl Gardner, Chris Paolini, Tim Nix, David Coles, Sean Dyer, Mark Donovan, David Maw, and new freshman, Peter McLean. Other seniors on the team were Chris Gori, Greg Confrey, Tom Reed, and David Bump. The team finished the season second in the OCL. Next year’s team seems to have the potential to have a good season.

The 1990-1991 boys' basketball team had a terrific season. As this year's season began, many people felt this was going to be a rebuilding year for the Trojans. To everyone's surprise the Trojans had a good record, finished second in the OCL, and qualified for the play-offs.

With a great deal of hard work and a positive attitude the team came together to form a tremendous defense. Outstanding senior players were Capt. Joel Thompson, Jason Haglof, Eddie Anderson, Jeremy Ashcraft, Greg Blaney, and Jason Souza.

Next year's team looks to continue winning with returning starters Justin Moscardelli, Richard Rumrill, and John O'Connell.

The B-R girls have surprised many people this year. After losing their starting line-up to graduation last year, the girls won a qualification for the state tournament. Tri-captains are seniors Beth Dedominici, Tina Bollin, and Jen Tomase. Other members of the team are Jessica Stewart, Kristen Holmes, Amy Clark, Tracey Ryan, Kerri Lynch, Mary Casabian, Amy Gray, and Michelle Courcy.

This year's hockey team was very young with only two seniors. Jim Lemanski had one game against Quincy when he scored five goals. Luke Pareigis scored two goals, one against Silver Lake and one against Falmouth.

Everett Gouveia, a junior, led the team in scoring with 25 goals. He had many one and two-goal games; he also had one or two hat tricks.

Gerard Meyers and Jarrod Mackinnon shared the goal tending this year. They shared starts and did a good job. The losses were one and two-goal games.

There were eight freshmen on the team including Jay O’Neil who did a tremendous job on defense in his first year.
This year's girls' Winter track team held a record of 3 wins and 4 losses. The team was led by the three captains Amy Michael, Sarina Salvo, and Christina Brown, who all kept the spirit high and the team mates cheering even on their off days. The team has grown through the past few years in quantity and in ability. The hard working team put up a strong fight to the last event every meet. Coach Wendy Wheaton is very proud as well as pleased with the star performances in each individual event. The team continued on to send a good number of competitors to the champion O.C.L. meet as well as the State meet at the end of the season. They hope to do equally well next season. Good luck, girls!
Led by Captains Mike Donovan, Eamon Weinheimer, Chris Gelfi, and Sean Moran, the boys' winter track team compiled a 3 and 4 record in the OCL.

Capt. Donovan, Dave Querzoli and Pete McLaughlin were consistent point getters in the shot. In the running events Joshua Buckley, George Conefrey, Weinheimer, Gelfi, and Moran were ushered to the winners' circle most often.

Qualifying for the State Meet were Moran in the 50-yard dash, Gelfi in the 600, Jeremy Hanson in the 1000, and Evan James in the 300.
Coach Dillon led varsity softball in a very successful season last spring with a record of 14 and 4 and qualification to the state tournament. The team was full of talented girls. Most outstanding were Carol Hogg as pitcher and Dee Walsh as catcher. Jen Mead, Chris Silva, Shannon Sylvester, Jen Gallagher, and Beth DeDominici were the team's star hitters.

This year Coach Dillon looks forward to a season just as successful. Last year's Juniors, a strong part of last year's success, will put much effort into making the team once again outstanding. Good Luck!
The 1990 B-R Trojans baseball team, coached by Coach Holmes, finished the season with an impressive record of 15-6. The team made it as far as the semifinals in state tournament play. This year's team will be returning with a good nucleus of seniors. The senior members of this year's team are M. Riley, M. Hilchey, L. deCastro, M. Harris, J. Nevens, and captains S. McGuire, P. McGaughlin. The Junior members of the team are K. Morrison, T. Feeny, B. Jennings, M. Donavan, J. McEachern and J. O'Connell. This year's team has very high expectations and has a lot of potential.
B-R’s 1990 Spring Track team ended with a 4-3 record. The team was led by Captains Christina Brown, Amy Michael and Karen Peabody. The team members that gave outstanding performances were Christina Brown, Jen Kelley, Amy Michael, Amy Harmon, Syrina Salvo, Jonna Tufts, and Beth Phaneuf. The Senior and Junior members were Karen Peabody, Jen Delmonte, Elena Clifford, Amy Michael, Christina Brown, Darcy Hubbard, and Elise Linhares. The captains for the 1991 team will be Christina Brown, Amy Harmon, and Amy Michael.
The boys’ 1990 Spring Track Team was coached by John Kearney and Bill Pacheco who said they enjoyed their season with 1 tie, 1 win, and 5 losses giving them a tie for 6th place in the league. The team was led by Paul Gittens who went undefeated in the 100 meter and 200 meter sprints. He placed second in the Class B States Meet 200 meter and 5th overall in the State.

The 1990 spring track captains were Paul Gittens, Manny DeCastro and Adam Chase. The Team ended its season with a tie against the league powerhouse, Silver Lake. Next year’s captains are Jeremy Ashcraft, Mike Donovan and Eaimon Weinheimer.
This year's girls' tennis team is hoping for a successful season. Although some of the top players graduated last year, members of this year's senior class hope to finish with a winning season. Some of this year's talent will come from P. Nawrocki, M. Edelstein, M. Nawrocki, and K. Nagel. Also A. Tilley and other underclassmen.

Last year, the boys' tennis team was led by J. Freeman, G. Burnstein, and J. Hickey who were the three singles players. The team had a 10-6 record which enabled them to participate in the state tournament. However, they were defeated by Bishop Feehan in the second round. It was still a successful year. This year's seniors are J. Gray, B. Gray, D. Principe, and B. Hylander. The members of the team include:


B-R Drives for the Green

The B-R Golf Team finished their extraordinary fall season with an impressive 11-2 record. Although they began with a considerably devastating loss to the OCL champion Taunton Tigers, the team strongly regrouped and started an incredible 9-match winning streak that ravaged the OCL.

Peer Leadership

Peer Leadership, which started last year at B-R, is an organization of students whose main purpose it is to help other students. Peer leaders are educators and listeners. They educate students of all ages about the dangers of alcohol abuse, drug abuse, and negative peer pressure. They also provide an open ear to fellow students to objectively listen to their problems and help them to help themselves work the problems out.

Running to the O.C.L.

The boys and girls cross country team are off and running to another exciting season. The boys' team is 4-3 and hopes to have its first winning season in two years. The team is led by Eamon Weinheimer who is tearing up the courses in the OCL. New member Chris Pike has also showed great effort. Chris has helped the team a lot.
Ski Club

OK everyone! It's finally time to get your skis out and ready for this year's ski season. The first trip is December 15 — right around the corner! There is a special offer for beginning skiers which includes a morning lesson and lift ticket on the bunny hill all day for twenty dollars. Advanced skiers can also go on this trip at the regular price. The mid-week lessons begin Wednesday, January 2nd, and run for five consecutive Wednesday afternoons.

BAND GAINS HONORS

"This is one of the best seasons yet!" announced Drum Major Pally Litzen. "The victories in Taunton were very gratifying," continued Miss Litzen referring to the B-R Band's placing first at the Taunton Christmas Parade for Marching and clinching second place for music. The Trojan Marching Band were awarded these honors out of a field of thirteen other bands, including the hometown favorite, Taunton High.

Activities

Science Club Grows

The 1990-91 Bridgewater-Raynham Science Club led by president Dave Querzoli are ready to take action. Querzoli backed by a supportive cabinet of seniors Elise Linhares vice-president, Darcy Hubbard treasurer, secretaries Kristen McKenna and Megean Phaneuf. The club will also be powered by veteran members Joe Poulin, Jim Lemanski, and Paul Astuto.

Club advisor, Mr. David Chuckran along with the rest of the science-interested scholars, welcome four new members in hopes they will carry on the B-R Science Club tradition. These Science Club hopefuls are sophomores Mary Poulin, Linda Batista, Mark Peabody, and William Donnelly. The Regional Sound wishes the Club best of luck in whatever they do!
The Bridgewater-Raynham Band once again enjoyed a very successful year under the direction of Mr. Paul Peterson.

The Marching Band performed halftime shows at all home football games. The show consisted of three numbers: "Infiniti", "Don't Rain On My Parade", "Battle Hymn of the Republic". "Infiniti" featured Brad Rees and Brian Pickett on a trumpet solo. A small but steadfast troop of band and squad members traveled to away games independently, forming a pet band to cheer on the team.

Beyond the form of the football field, the band marched in several parades, including the Tri-Town Veterans' Day Parade, the B.S.C. Homecoming Parade, and the Memorial Day Parade. At the Taunton Christmas Parade, the band rose above the field of thirteen bands to win a First Place trophy for Marching and a Second Place trophy for Music.

Leading the band were seniors Patty Litten (Drum Major), Bill Cole (Performing Drum Major), Dennis Principe (Drill Sergeant, Saxophone Section Leader), Kim Tatro (Flute S.L.), Chris Vacher (Clarinet S.L.), Mike Caple (Percussion S.L.), Greg Spears (Trombone S.L.), Rob Mitchell (Lower Brass S.L.), Ken Holland, Shannon Sullivan, Derek Peterson, Alicia Ciulla, and junior Brad Rees (Trumpet S.L.). Their involvement in the band's day to day workings proved crucial to the band's success.

In an unprecedented show of dedication and enthusiasm the Pom, Flag, and Majorette squads enlivened the band's performances. Senior Poms Lisa Rose (co-captain), Michelle Persson (co-captain), Laurie McGinn, Stephanie Ward, Paula Worthington, and Shelly Davis thrilled the audience with their breathtaking talent. Flag captain Michelle Oaks and Majorette captain Danielle Piquette with senior Jill Thomas added to the overall atmosphere of the show.

At the conclusion of Marching season, the band shed its visual aspect to concentrate style and technique for the concert band season. Trombonist Bill Cole participated in the Southeastern District Festival. Other members played in the S.E.M.S.B.A. Festival. The full Concert band performed the customary Holiday Concert and Spring Pops Concert. In addition, small ensembles played concerts at area nursing homes and at both junior high schools.

Finally, the B-R Band would like to express its deepest thanks to B.R.A.H.M.S. for its tremendous support. It would also like to express a great deal of optimism for next season and wish the graduating seniors the best of luck in the future.
STAGE BAND
YEARBOOK STAFF


WEIGHTLIFTING CLUB

(Top Row:) S. Pitta, T. Learned, T. Feeney, J. Kyranos, Mr. Lennin, O. Corominas, M. Kelly, J. Pike (Bottom Row:) D. Carvalho, J. Palopoli, C. Gori, L. Pareigis, J. Hathaway, M. Hilchey, M. Donovan, D. Querzoli, J. Cummings, J. Rondal (on floor:) T. Nixon

WORLD AFFAIRS CLUB

MATH TEAM

STUDENT ADVISORY COUNCIL
Marsha Itin, David Querzoli.

FOOTBALL CHEERLEADERS

BASKETBALL CHEERLEADERS

FTA
B. Campbell, J. Plante, L. Cucinatto, K. Harty.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY


DRAMA CLUB


REGIONAL SOUND

PHOTO CLUB

(Bottom Row) J. Howard, C. Gettman, Enid, S. McClorn, R. Lembo.
SENIOR SKI CLUB


STUDENT ADVISORY BOARD


ATHLETIC ADVISORY COUNCIL

Elise Linhares, Peter McLaughlin

STUDENT COUNCIL

PEER LEADERSHIP  

SCIENCE CLUB  

FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLUB  

STUDENTS AGAINST DRUNK DRIVING  

SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT COUNCIL  

MAJORETTES


POMS


CHORUS


FLAG SQUAD

PATRONS

Carol Burton
Ed and Joan Casabian
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Chadwick
Mrs. Cloutier
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Donnelly, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Ferioli
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Fisher
Mrs. Diane Maguire
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Mantell
Pat and Ray Mouradian
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Nevens
Mrs. Anne J. Orr
Kathleen T. O'Toole
Wes and Barbara Peddie
Mr. and Mrs. J. Ronald Pike
Ed Porter
Dr. Sandra Robinson
Richard P. Schneider
Mary Ann Silva
Lisa L. White

SPONSORS

Dianne Anderson
Patricia J. Childs
The Perron Family
Paul and Diane Scheffler
Mrs. K. Skurka
CONGRATULATIONS
AND
BEST WISHES
TO THE
CLASS OF "91"
DYER OIL CO., INC.

PEACEFUL MEADOWS
ICE CREAM, INC.
60 Bedford St.
Whitman, Ma.

SPARTAGO
MASONARY, INC.
20 Scotland Boulevard
Bridgewater, MA

TEL (508) 697-3181
FAX (508) 697-6831
Friendly & Personalized Service
To Suit Your Bridal Needs

RUSH SERVICE OUR SPECIALTY
Mon. - Fri. 10 - 9 PM
Sat. 10 - 5
MC/VISA ACCEPTED
508 697-3330
350 BEDFORD ST
BRIDGEWATER
RT 28
ACROSS FROM THE
WOODEN NICKEL

TINA’S
BRIDAL SHOPPE

Over 3,000 Movies
• Movie Rentals & Sales
• Nintendo Rentals
• VCR & Camcorder Rentals

697-0097
33 Main Street
(Cumberland Farms Plaza)
Bridgewater

Linhares Electric

““All Types
of Wiring””

Joe Linhares License Number
E2-1866

Dorr’s Stationery Store

43 Central Square
Bridgewater, MA 02324
697-2433 — 697-2483

Office Furniture & Supplies •
Drafting & Art Supplies

The Flower Patch

697-7777
4 BROAD ST., BRIDGEWATER, MA 02324

Full Service Florist
Hours Mon. thru Sat. 9 - 6
All Major Credit Cards Accepted